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PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE

On Septeiber 8, 1978, the Virginia State Reading
Association received a Certificate of Recognition Tor
Outstanding Contribution te the Development' of
Literacy in the United States:41%e certificate was
presented to VSRA by the Department of Health
E4ucation and Welfare and the National Right to Read
Effort. I was indeed proud ta'accePt the certificate ror
VSRA since the only other reading council so hono
was the International Reading Association.

Congratulations are in Order to Anne Henry. VSRA
membership chairperson, and to all local council
'membership chairpersons for an outstanding job. The
increase in membership for the 1978-77 year was 908
new memberi which brings our to al membership to
5,073'as of January 8, 1977. I woul suspect that other '
than the Virginia Education Ass ntion, this makes us
the largest education-related up in Virginia!

,

By the time you read this issue of the Journal, the
State Conference scheduled for March 17-19' at.
Roanoke will be a reality.; Dr. Robert Gibbons,
President-Elect, VSRA, and the conference planning
committee deserve a lot of credit for putting togethen
iin outstanding program for us. As you probably realize, these conferences don't just happen or fall in place by

.,
themselves. They happen because lots of dedicated people are willing to spend,many long hours, without rienibursement,
to insure success. ....,

! ,
"I would like to take this opportunity to express my appreciation to all the local* council officers for presenting

outstanding programs t\o the community and members. I have had the opportunity to be present at many of these
conferences and have found that without exception, they have been excellent. This also indleates to me that Are in
Vir nia have reason to be proud of the local leadership in reading. In my-travels throughout the State this year, I have
con 'stentli been impressed with the talent and capability of Virginia reading teachers and administrators.

. . . . ,
. Coiigratulations to our two Outstanding teaching of Reading in Virginia aivard recipients for the 1976-77 schtfol year.
Kathleen Dowdy of the Newport ke-ws. Council and Marjorie Lee from the Norfolk Council were selected from among
many utstanding nominees and will receive invitations to attend the VSRA conference at Roanoke with all expenses .
paid by VSRA. I also offer my congratulations o all those teachers who were nominated for these awards. The selection

...4-only two from among "sCo many is very difficult. ,
.

' I would like to take this opportuniAty to than the publishing companies and their representatives in Virginia for their
continued support of our organization. Without'trepxhibits and speakers piovided by the'se cimppanies we would have a
difficult time implementing both our State and local onferences.

-IA,
The Board of Directors has been hard at work this year. We have tried to not oply obtain our goal but also snake the

r-state council-one that prOvides both leadership and service to .our local councils. The Changes that we will ask you to
approve in our by-laws and the changes that we have made through, regular meetings of the Board of Directors will

,

strengthen our organization so that ive may provide even better sevices to you in the future. r 9
I have very much enjoyed this year as your President. It has been a good year fO'r reading in Virginia despite budget

problems. I know thin-you will continue to give the same kind of support to our next president, Dr. Robert Gibbons, as he
assumes the duties on July 1, 1977. Thank you very much for making my tenure a pleasant one.

James D. Mullins
President
Virginia State Reading lysociation

.0.



A CAPSULE ANALYSIS OF-AMERICAN INDIAN DIALECT AND THeIMPLICATIONS rr PRESENTS UPON THE
READING.CURRICULUM

Mrs. Grace E. Hayes'
Reading Specialist
Lorton, Virginia 22079

As some say, it is the "First Ameritan," the Indian, who
has been done the most iNustice in the area of education.
Not only by biased texts, but also by inapproPriale teaching,

1 has the Indian found a difficult time for hiniself in Most Of
our classrooms. This article will present an overview of

$ Indian_ dialect as Well as some activities sand sources, for
reading teachers of Indian children.

An Oyerview oJ Selected bidian Dialects

At the time of Columbus's, landing' in America,
approximately 1,150,000 aboriginal Americans. jlive here.
Tbe'y spoke an astonishing number of languages. Only a
handful of individuals speak these languages toda .\Sioux
and Navajo are Aill flourishing, although .the languages
differ from each other in vbcabulary, phonetics, and
gramMatical form. They consist of a number of 'distinct
stocks.i

More than 600 native groups comprise the Andian
population. These 600 native groups have 200-30tdifferent
languages. They bear no relationship to oile another; there
exists ncycommon language.2

Cherokee Alphabet. A man by the name of George Guess,
,

also known as Sequoph, wanted to develortomething in.'
1the,CherOkee language for his people. Referred to as an

illiterate Indian genius," Guess endowed 'a whole tribe Jdth
learning. He conceived ariiil perfected an alphabet or
syllabary. . ;

The alphabet he :devised has eighty-six characters. He
divided words into parts or syllables. The purpose of the
alphabet west() Take his people better understood like the
white man when he wratra letter. The alphabet was never
taught in schools; the Indians learned it from one another as
they had no books. .

. Guess was regarded as foolish when he conceived the idea
of i\-Cherokee alphabet. Eventually, primerOspelling books,
annual almanacs, passages from the scriptures, catechisms,
hyfnn books, laws and the chnstitution of. the Cherokee
nation, and current acts o the 'legislative council were all

. printed in the "language of equoyah."3
Navajo Grainmat. The chief grammatical devices for

expression of ideas in Navajo are the nciAn and the verb. No
grammatical device is employed /.o indicate either a definite

it
V di indefinite article. There is no nominative case and no

masculine, feminine, and neuter nouns.
.The relationship of a possessive noun is denoted bArefixing

. a possessive pronoun. Postpositioni are added to the noun,
not placed before it as our prepositiOrr. In Navajo there is no

degree comparison. 1

,

Nht much a:4e is made of figures except in Paper-currency,
cards, Or money, values of checks and trade:slips. There are
no measu14, weight, and Arne figutleS. 'A chronolieal record
of 3tearNicot kept. It is not oustomary to compute a man's
age.

Most ;Navajos distinguish two seasons, winter and
summer: The months and ddys are' not numbered. Rather,
the:time of day is told by the sun. The Navajo day.is as long
as there is light or sun. There is, no week.

AIn the Navajo dialect, there are manY Navajo adverbs.
Thi most common way to indicate an adverb is to add "go" to
any part of speech.

The Navaj verb is crammed with details. Other
P languages in contrast/ //have auxilfaries,

prepositions, or adverbial djuncCs to help out. The9implest
" Navajo verb has three e ments°: the stem, verb,, and modal

prefix. In addition, the avajo verb distinguishes a singular,
dual, nd plural numb- for first; sedOnd nd third-persons.
There are three ry tenses, thatoof turelpresent, and
past. A Navajo infinitive does ot occur nor does the
language use 'may,/can, woUld, sh uld, -or must."4 Imagine
the. troublespotLa child _coin across when trying to
learn to speak andread ish!'
HoperDialect. The Ho e verbs have nine voices and three
tenses, °These verbs haVe no .tenses like ours- but have

' validity forms, aspects, and clause-ligkage forms that yield
even greater precision of speech.

In 'English two kinds of nouns denote physical things:
individual nctims denote bodiei with definite outlinestree,
stick and mass nonns. In Hopi on the' other hand, a
formally distinguished class of nouns is present. All nount
have an individu sense and bot),1 singular and plural forms.
Terms like "sum er" and "morning" are not nouns in Hopi
but 'a kind, of adverb and are a formal part of speech by
themselves.

Hopi has no notionorintuition of time as a stooth flowing
continuum. The language contains no words, grammatical
fo-rms, constructions, r expressions that refer directly to
what we call time. Th re is no/heed for such *ems which
refer to space or time as such.5 )

Problems Indias Face in Today's Classroom

,
From the previously p esented brief look,at a few Indian

tribes' languages, one c n understdnd 'the insurmountable
probleMs the Indian faceskwhen trying to learn h w to speak
English and to learn to r ad. Not only are all India tribes
diffeient in their customs and beliefs, but Cheir Ian uages
bear little resembfance o one another and even less '
resemblanee to the nglish anguage.

The Indian child is invol ed in being, not becoming. His
ediration as preparation fr some future goal is not a

-realistic motive for him. T ey rely heavily on nonverbal

g in Virginia, March 1977



Means of expression. The Indian child views education as a
series of almost unconquerable obstacles which his
experienees in life have 'not equipped him to overcome. He
has an extremely low self concept, and turns away from
education and Ilit represents to him in terms of conflict.

' In addition to p sical differences, there are differences in '
attitudes, ideals, d beliefs which the teacher . must
understand:

A. more tribe and family oriented.
B. not basically competitive.
, C. interest in being, not in hecotning; attention is upon the

present.
D. no belief in amassing o f material wealth--rather they-

live by a creed that exeellence of achievement in
whatever one does is most important.

r E. language differences.
F. ,children in Indian society are treated as equals of

'adults.°

Itrother problem the Indian faces is the stereotyping
\ which is prevalent of Indians. They are treatti as in the

par=t, as solemn with little. 'humor, that no-n*of Indian
etiquette are pointing and asking for a personal name, that
the ultimatOaccomplishment the Indian culture was the
successful completion of e manhood initiation tests, that
mrolsacres were conmnonj and that most Indians were
captives of another tribe a sometime or another.7

Books stereotype India q as savage. There are only a
small amount of books available that portray the American
Indian of the present, but the number is growiiig as
educntors become concerned with" culturally disadvantaged
children of all groups.5

The concept of a supreme being is not ir feature of the
Navajo culture.9 This is indirect opposition.to the way the
typical, middle class child is taught. Naturally, the Indian
child is faced with a conflict- froth the way he has been
brought up.

The Indian child brings with him..a different backgmund of
. experiences from the "middle class" child. A tradition of

Indian eloquence, exceptional listening and memory
cppacities, and a unigue appreciation of relative importance
df silence are things that the Indian child has been enriched
with as his background of experience.

Sources and Activities for Teac rs of Indian Children
There are a multitude of activities hat today's teacher can

use to motivate as well as educate dian children in the
classroom. As far as teaching reading, the teacher needs to
keep in mindthe following recommendations:

1. Identify basic premises of Indian culture.
2. Review and apply teaching strategieslappricable to the

special instructional problems represented by Indian
youth.

3. Recognize individual differences among Indian
students. Facillate the ultimate goals of self-
reliance and self-airection.
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in-' a reading program the question becomes one of
language. A bilingual approach to reading provides the best
incentive to date for the Mcreasu in reading achievement
among members of a rhinOrity group for whom English is a
second langurtge. A problem arises with Indian children
because of non-verbal communicatibn and-expression which
has existed for a period of time. The eirildren must be taught
to speak their own tongue and,read their own language
beforsirbilingual materials will be of, value to them. Closely
supervised training and' practice in reading skills are
recommended. Word Attack skills can be taught to correct
mispronuncirktion and problernd with sounds. Vocabulary
training is vital to correct misconceptions about the
meanings of words. Reading musly,be limitea to those
materials with simple concepts.11
' Texts are important And teachers mustevatch the kirr oe

materials that may tend to stereotype: Teache ust
recognize that learning styles are different. Material must
be geared "to meet the learning styles of each individual.
Many of the reading problems are present because .vie haw(
failed to provide children the kind of readi g material MI
which they have an interest. The teacher eds to learn
something about, the children first. To betfer. unaerstand
them, the teacher,must capitalize on their str ngtlis.12

Again it is recommended that 1ndia childien be
encouraged to verbalize their thoughts and fe s. It is felt -
that oral communication is first in the curricdlunr for Indian
children.

An interest inventory w.hic ay be5'fbenpJit to teachers
is an. incomplete sentence type. After lehildren have
completed their inventories, they may be instructed to put a
special mark beside the sentences they yip t to keep to
themselves. This cab help t. NRIcher better óstard her
children.

Magazines and pictdre can be cut by childre favorite
pictu'res andicolors, sad and happy events, etc.13

Navajo children have vocabulary Inoblems. Ones
suggestion to develop and improve vocabulary has been to
have , children study words which haves an interest for
them--items around the house, clothing, etc.14

To develop an appreciafion of Indian culture, tradition,
and heritage, a suggestion would be to present a unit on the
contributions of the Indians. '

Indians ntributed much to American culture like tobac
potatoes, pemits. They showed the cotonists how to plant
and harvest crops, The Indians also gave the lima bean,
tomato, navy bean, baked beans. They developed flavorings
used in desserts and chocolate, popcorn, crackerjack, and
chewing gum. Corn was their greatest gift. Turkey, tobacco
which was smoked and chewed, rubber, cotton, coca plane
(chewed leaves to relieve pain--result was cocaine), and
quinine were also sontributions from the Indians. The
Indians invented things we use today: tobacco pipe, rubber
ball, lacrosse, snowshoe, toboggan, dog sled, parka, and the
hammock. The Mayas ihvented a number system _that
included zero. The first Europeans used Indian scouts as
guides who helped them to "discover" the lands.15



The above information can be presented to Indian children
or to,all children in the classroem. By means of discussion,
lectures (depending on age level), and audio visual materials,
the Indian can develop a serise of value for his ancestors and
their contributions to America. '
Sources) Children. Teachers may want to have'copies of the
following materials for,their'students ta road and enjoy:

Armer; Leuro A.lvorerless Mountoin, MtKoy Company. 1931.
Behn, Harry. Pointed Cone. Horcourt, 1957. An Indiqn boy

searches for o true neme.
Bench ley, Nothaniel. Rid Fox ond His Conoe. Scholostic Book
, Services, 1964. Story of on Indion fry ond his ,odventures

with the canoe.
Blepker, Sonic). Apoche Indion. M'arrow. 1951, About the lives.

fortunes. add training of the Apochei.
Bleeker, Sonio.. The Cherokee lndion of the Mountoins. 1952.

Stort of the Cherokee before ond of ter the white mon s
Luning.

Sleeker. Sonio. The Story of the it-equals. 1950. EXcimines the
Iroquois in detsil.

Bleeker. Sonio. The Noyclio.'1958. Sta.ry of o young Nov* boy
ond difficulties he foces growing up.

Bleaker. $onio. Seminole lndions. 1954. An occount of the post
and present life of the Seminoles.

BreWster. Ben. The First Book of Indions. Wotts. Inc. 196 3.
Describes woy in which American Indians once lived.

Cohn, Edgor §. ed. Our Br-Other's Keeper The Indion in White
Americo. World PAlicotions, 1969. Studies Ow plight ta,
todoy'.s Indion Americon in education, heolth, lond, ond
economics. *

Corter. E. Russell. The,Gift is Rich.. Friendship. 1955. Descrip-
tions of Indion groups to Americon culture.

Collier. John. Indian-1o/ the Americos. The Long Hope. Norton..
1957. Clossic of the Americon Indion by o long-time student
of the Indions ohd their ptoblems.,

Cushmon, Don. Stoy Awoy Joe. -Stoy Awo7.' Joe Publicotions.
.1953. Abdut on ex-morine who returns to his reservotion
ond w.hot hoppens to his life.

Curtis, Atalie. 'The Indioni' Book. Dovr. 19 8. About Indion
lore, .musicol ond norrotive to form o re rd of songs ond
legends of their roce. .

iDoy, A. Grove. The Sky*Cleors: Poetry of the Americon.Indion.
University of Nei:kiosks Press. 19.5f. 200 'Poems from forty
Noi;th Americon tribes. .

Driver, Horold ed. The Americons "on the Eye of. Discov'ery.
Prentice Holl. 1964. Collection of Mostly first hond deictip-
tion.s of eleven Indion tribes.

'Elting. Mory. The Hope Woy. M: Evons ond Compony. 196.9.,A
boy returns to his f others Hopi pecti3le OQ their reservotion
ofter horrie he hos known in New York Cify.

Farquhar). Otorgoretndion Children of Americo. Holt. Rine-
hort. ond Winston. T964. Descrires customs ortd troining
children of certoin tribes.

Gorst, Doris. SittiAg dull: Chompion of his People. Metsrier.
,1946. About Sitting Bull ond how he tried to\riee his pe4le
from extinction. 4 ,

illilond. Hop. How the ogs Soved-the Cheyennes. Mo tono
Reodag Publicotiqns. qolk toles.

Gloss, PoultiSongs ond S -es of.the North iAmericon Indions
Grosset ond Dunlop. 1968. Contoins informotion obout five
different tribe., describes their songs. gomesond legende.

Wont, Bruce. Americon Indions,esterdoy ond Tpdoy. Dutton
ond Compony. 11°58. Alphobeticolly orronged encyclopeclio
designed os reference book os well os history of the Ameri.
con Indion.

Hogner. D. C. Noy* Winter Begins. E. M. Hatt ond Company..
1938. Story told by Nov* Indiant including folk toles ond
myths. .

Holt, G. 0. Oseeolo. Holt. Rinehort, and.,,Winston. 1964. A-well-
written/. biogrophy of Oscoolo who fought cOmpulsory !
em'igrotion from Florida.

-Heiderstadt, D. Indion Friends 'and Foos. Dovid McKoy. 1958.
A study of the personolities of thirteen lomou,s Indions.

Hirschfelder, Arlene, Arnericon Indian Authors A Represento
tive Bibliogrophy. Associotion on Ameficon Iridion 'Affoirs.,
45.poge onnototed bibliogrophy which lists over 100 booits
authored by Amerlcon Indions.

Holsinde, incliop Sign Laffguoge. Morrow. 1956. Shows how to
form gestures representing over 500 'words in lallon sign
loll g uog e.

Indion Historion Press. The' Weewish 'lree, A hsogozine
published six times yeorly of the Americon Indion for young
petiole.

LoF liver. Ccichise or Arizono. Dutton. 1954. True story
of Cochise, the Ariticr,e.

Lott. Mlltpn. Dance Back the Buffolo, Pocket books, 1959. His-
toricol novel of g'host donce ond. three SiOux trogedy result.
mg from it.

Marriott, Alice ond.Rochlin. corol L. Americon Indion Mytho-
logy. Crowell. 1958. 'A book df Indian.myths ond legends. It
represeAts more thon 20 mojor North Amer,icon tribes.

McSpocfsen, Walker J. IndianHeroes, Croswell. 1950. About.
lindion heroes which would mok ony Indion proud of his
heritage.

Schoolcrof t, Henry R. The Hiawotho gends. J. :B. Lippincott
ond Company. 1856.

Toll Bull, Hem; ond Weist. Tom. Winter Hunt Montana Reodirig
Pubjitotions. Describes the place of women in th,e Plorns
Ind.ion tribe.

,,Lerner. M. L..Red Mon, White "an. Africon Chief, the Story of.
Skin Co-f-or. Minneopolis: Lerner Publicotioni. 1960'.4E4lono-
,tion of skin colp; in liying things iikljtcling plpnts, onimols,
on do n.

1.6SCott'. Hou.se'moderof pown. 1969. Descriptioh of:
joYs ond dilemmos of being lhdion in the so.colled modern
wo Id. -

.

Indio Doys o.film obout Ihdion doys ond Komloc;ps'rodeo..17

Teacher. .,

\ diin the Teochi of Inan Youngsters. Arizo'no State Dept. of
Public Instruc. ionphoenix. 1961. 56 Pp.

Groy. W. S. The Teoching of Reading ond Writing UNESCO.
Switzerland. 1963.

Poston, WilLiorn K. Jr., ed. Teoching Indian Pupils in Public
Schools. Meso Public Schools. Arizpna. 1967. 69 pp. 18

American Heritoge. The American Indian. Adopted from The
Americon Heritqge Book Of Indions. fRondorri House. 1963$
F2r mi'ddle ond upper grades. .

.1
.

Hofsinde. Robert. Morrow. Grodes intermediate ond. upper.
Indian Becdwork, 1958. 96 pp.
indion Fishing ond Comping. 1963. 96 pp. ...

A Indian Music.Makers. 1967. 9.6 pp. /
The Indian Medicine Mon. 1966. -- t
Indian cost6mes. 1968'.

-

, Teacher Resonrczte Books
. ..,. v ,

American lndion-Reod ond Color Books. Eukobi Publiiher.
,One poge drowings with o poge of tex t` describing the pic-
tu4e. Featured.are Pueblo. Nowzno. Hopi, Zuni, Indians of the
plains, Apaihe. and famtus chipfs...-. .0

Snurc
Bernordatni. LOLOIS C. ond-others. Su.ccessfUl Teocher Practices

1
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Gauen, Irvy W. Nava lp Mad* fosieT. Northland Press. 1971.
Conversational book'wIth sequential lessons.

Films 1

Age Of the Buffalo. Color, 195i. Encyclopedia BritannIca.
Presents a vivid impression of life on the western plains. For
upper.grades.

American Indian of ' Tbday. 'Color, 1957. Eticyclops/tila
BritannIca.. Analyzesscurrent trends that ace shaping the
future of American Inclians and their acitustment to new
ways of flying. Intss.rmecilate a4d upper grades.

Indian 'American. Color, 1969, Triangle Productions. A docu.
mentary to help, the while man understand' American
Indians of ja`day. For upper grades.

The NoValOrtdian. Color, 1963. sney.' Shows Nqvale, care
inV.,dying, and weaving ru to eell at tradin,g posts and
shows silver work. Intermedi eond uppr grades.

Educational Reading Service Filmsillps. Arherican Background
*ilmstrips:'! - ,

AmeriCans BeloreColumbus: 1968.
Indibn Celebrations, 1969,
Indian Children. 1969.
Indian tiames. 1969.
Indian Legends 1.969,

.indion Who Showed the Way.1969. . "
Each has cOcaption with one main thought developes in

succeeding frames Icor students wiTh reading or Jet:wiling cliffi-
mitres. Mox Snow, There's An indion in Your ,Clossroon;..tdoho
'State Dept. of Education. Boise: 111167. A guidebook lor
:leachers of Indian Children.
Librwy of Congress Records:

Son'gs of the Iroquois Langil6ge
SiO0x
Nosloj?._
.Apaahe
'Pueblo . . .

Everest Records. Califon*. Atithentic Music of the Americon
Indion.' Three.-cnburn recorN. 20 Indion tribes. 19

4
.sse.

Activities to Build Vor:abula.;y and Foster Fluent Speech
, of Disadvantaged Children

. \
. ,1/4, A ,

1 . C o p d u C t a ;:style show" in which pupils describe what
others in class are wearing. s

2. Play a pian'o selection orsa r
describe how the.music Makes

rding, and. have gupils
em feeL

3. Let pqpils feel, then describe, the texture of such
materiali- as sandpaPer, cotton batting, sponge,

silk, sand. , -

4. Let puPils, while. blindfolded, remove an unknown
object from a grab bag and describe its texture, shape,
site, and weight. '
Read a story or poenploud A'411 ask pupils to pick out
the wotds, iuch as squeal; buzz, purr, growl, that

5.

"make a noise."
6. List on the board such. phrases as: "As quiet as . ."

"As loud as..." ''As bright as and lbt pupils think
of as many ways as possible Of mpletinwthem. .

7._ Let pupils coMplete sente es Nvith provocative
beginnings, such as, "If I were a 'ant I would . " 'at

8. Let pupils des*cribe the appearance and personality of a ,
character in a story they have heard read. -

Bring to class vials of vanilla and lemon iestr,,CticiL,
peppermint oil, and other kitchen flavorings; let pupils. .

i.. V1~1.1. Mareh 1417

smelithem, then descrihe the odors.
10. Stand & full-length mirror against a wall; let pupils

stand before it and describe themselves aloud., .

11: Teach a 'special" Word each day, and at roll call let,each
. child respond with that word rather than with his

name. .* . ,

12. Teach pupils the name ol every object in the room,
. and try to get pupils to call objects by name instead of

f lb
I

11 II"t or that.c
13. Display a' chhd's diawing depict ing two or more por-

sons, ,and lei.pupils try to imagine what one person
might saying to* other.

4

(.-

14. Use th daily news as a springboard hit. tleaching now
words: Hurricane, 'blizzard, drought, disaster,. *

econom

,)
, employment, or conflict, fof example, can be

gleaned from almost any front page, depending on the
season. .

,
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Competency-Based Reading
Elementary Teachers. ,

Wednesday, May 4 \
Fontainebleau Hotel, Voltaire Room
Co4airing: Shirley'B. Merlin and James L. Laffey, Madi-

son College, Harrisonburg. Virginia 4

"Planning, Organizing and Implementing 'a Field-Bitsed
Competency Readirvit Education Program" Shirley B.
Merlin, Madison College

"Components and Use of Competency-Based Instructional ,

Modules in the College Classroom:47Description and
Simulation" Gary L. Shaffer ancj aoseph A. 'Muia.
son College,.

"Evaluating Affective and. Cognit4,ve Responses to I struc- '

tional Mddules: Student's Feedb ck, A Basis for Change" '
Betty E. yleMfdison College

"Measu ing Student Success hi a Competen y-Based Pro-
grami Test Development and 1Assesment Proceduref
.Ja es L. Laffey. Madison Coll e -

"Integrating Competency Field- ased Program of Reading
Education into a Teacher E cation Program" Charles .
W. blair. Madison College

"Impact of a'Conipelency Field-Based Protam of Reading
Education upon Reading Instruction in Participating
Public Schools" Myths Coulter, Rockin-gham Coantry
Public Schools, Harrisonbusg, Virginia
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Mira, Marty Rourke ,
Ansinitant frincipal
Magruder ElementarY School
Newp4 NeWs Falk Schools

. NeWpol News. Virginta, -

' Mey6i,j6king for a m dium ,by which the public and
students n !earl the impo ance of reading and discover

-)that reach g can be fun? Try a eading Fair! ?
,

. ., .
The N4Y.gant.News Council

,

of the International Reading
Association r4cently held a Reading Fair at a large shoppigg
mall. Over 'two thousand members of the community
Attended tho eventVore than one hundred twenty
ptychologiath, clanIrro teachers, reading consultants,
public school and 6olle studen s, commnnity members,
school administrators and supe visdrs, professors, Title I ,
teachers and direkors, speech spec lists and city' and school

..

officials volunteered their time. From all indications; the
Fair was a sucCess. BOO; TV and newspaper coverhge wai
ample and complimentary. below are some suggestions to
helpin planningAuch'eventa.

.
c.

Public Offrials/Reading Corner
City. *and schod officials are u9ally willing to help

whenever and wilerever they can especially with
community project's. Children and parents enjoy meeting
them. These officials can read or tell stories to children in a
"reading corner." Ari ideal "reading corner" is a carpeted
area located Outside the 'ma _flow of traffic. Raving public
officials promote reading ca1 be an important part, of the
Fair. A professional storytelldr can also prove successful.,

. '

READIN14IR: A WAY TO COMMIAITY INVOLVEMENT .

\
,f

Consultante and Specialists
. . .

Reading consultants, speech specialists, psychometrists,
and psyehqlogists can be included ikthe'Fair at booth4 of ,at
tables for the purpose of consultatioby parents. Although
these specialists should.not cqnsider questions about specific
teachers or school related incidents, 'they can .give
suggvstions to /rents concerning their speciality and its\ .
relationship to the reading process.

Student Help
.. , _ . . ,

)tollege,students invOlved in education courses, cA make
dis lays- of reading 'aids for parents to mabe at home.
Booklets. esti!

, sold for a norni
on hand to

ing how these aids can be made, might be
al amount. Raving students and professorf
'n the material is very helpful. Public school

children can`clo an excellent job of writing original plays d

preserking them al_the mall. Young and mature `audien es

Reading in M;rch 1.977 .

/*\

4%,n, ft "

enjoy these p'resentations. Also, classroom displays of
student Work should be consideied.

Book Fair

A book fair can be included in the Reading Fair Sind net
uthe -sponsoring groupdmprofit in addition to alerting parents
to good reading material A book dealer in the mall might be
able. to supply the books

J.which the'group _requests.
Distributing 10% discount
tickets for book. fair 'pur-

. chases cap be an incentive
tO parents to buyç good
rekling mateiial. The book
dealer might have some

NI suggestions c o h cerning
this. Workjobs for Pevents
and Workjobs of Teachers
(Addison-Wesley Publish-
ing Company) are exeellent books which explain methcids by
whit)] various readibg skills can be taught. These boas or
similar ones can be included in' the book fair r sold
separately.

Distributing 40% discount

tic)ets for book fair pur-

es can be an incentive

to parents to buy good

reading hiaterial.
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Veadieti'
Classroom teachers should be on hanclito explain reading

materhtl for students in all arcades. ,These materials can
Include cameo, varloui ichind and visual lemiond, and leisure
reading- 111111141riai. Title I teachers can provide interesting
dliplayaof th material's dip %Ise in'working with students
in the area Of reading. Materials should be available for
students to try. ,, .

.Coatinueltyproups

Varibus community groups P-romoting reading such as the
local Irlteracy Council and another Reading Council can be
invited to have a 'display. They can Include a membership

.table in their display if the sponsoring group 45 agreeable.
The sponsoiing group may want one itself. The International
Wading Association headquarters in Newark, Delaware, is
always helpfel in providing material about its organization
and about readlog in general.

Publicity

tood publicity is a must! It is a good idea to'get newspaper,

revere both before and after.the event. TV coverage is
often not difficult to obtain if local and, city officiala-are
involved.. Also- , an official from the 'Fair's sponsoring
organization pight he able ço obtain time On a TV "talk
show." Sttidents can take home brochures announcing the

al '

,..11.-77.

Vali% hinters, should be displayed in schools, puhlk,build-
ings, !oral stores, and in the mall. 'On the day of the Fair,
large banners at thO site of the eveht are, necessary. It in a
rod idea to hand out material explaining the Fair's purpose
tO those attendiag.

Location

An ideal place to reach the puhlic is at a large shopping,
center or mall. Such places must be reserved .in advance. it
is strongly recommetrded that a contract be signed tO,.
reserve the date far the Fair.. Although it may be Ind
.business practice; without a contract, the public relations
director at a mall might assigi the agreed. upon date to
another group which has the possibility, of bringing in more
rei,enue for the mall. Remember that large numbers of
people frequenrmalls at holiday time which is an excellent
t?me for a Reading Fair. A Saturday is an eicellent day or

es.
theevent, might last two day5.

Additional Tip.

1. The Fair must be well organized.
2. Booths and display tables should be attractive.
3, Ixplanatory signs should be placed on all ho'Oths,

tables and at the "reirdisng corner?'
4. Everyone who is involved with the Fair should be

thankecr.

'0
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AID: VERY BASIC WORDS

Jerry L. Johns
' Northern Illinois Universiti

Roading(Clinie
De Kalb, Illinois 60115

Various authorities have estimated that there are .somo
600,000 different words in the English'. language. It iso not
neceaeary for readert or' writers "to know all these words
since many ;fords are used over and over in both, writingand
reading. .

Many teachers know about the Dolch basic
vocabulary. This vocabu .
lary is basic became) its 220

,frozda account for up to 70
per cent of the' w.ords in
most primary basal reader
programs 'and over 50 per
cent e the words used in
middle grade reading texts
and content area books. awesome one.

'Among materials written
for older students and adults; thie 220 Dolch words comprise
apprtlimately 50 per cent4of the running words in the text.

Tor beginning readers, the tsask of learning Several
hundred words can 'be an awesome one. Teachers workirig '
with 'beginninmeaders want .their students to, learn many

,wirds but realize that some words by their frequency of,.
occurence, are more important.than other words. Te chers
are likely to, be interested in a short list of words s basic
that they occur very frequently in materials written or
children. If the words would also appear-in all types of
reading materialAhe words would have even greater utility..

Thirteen is generally considered to be an unlucky'numbdr.
'But in reading, thirteen can be a lucky number--especially
when it cornea to certain words.-A reader who knows only .

thirteen words (if they are the right ones) could eitat to
meet, one of them in every four words read. In other word9,
if teachers made sure that their students knew thirteen
words, the child would be equipped to deal with
apkoximately one-fourth oall words (on theaverage) in all
types, of reading materials.. But what are those words,7%With

a little thnughe, you can probably list a majority of the
wards. I've provided space for you to list,the thirteen words.
yod believe to be very basic- words. Go ahead. Take a few
tninutes and write your best guesses.

sight

For beginning ritaders,-the

task of learning several

hundred Words can be an

. 1.

3.
5. 6.

7. 8:
9-. 10.

11. 12.

13.

Readingin Virginia, March 197

I.,et'm mown* for it iiii nent-thitt your Ikt contaimethose
mairie thirteen words. How would you teach 'them to your
students? 110,4h, (Ards? I'llxperient4 stories? Phrases?
Certainly all 01 theme ideas (etid many more) have been used -

in the past and I sumpert that they will continue to be .metl.
My Ithet wei'lld urge teachers to help youngsterm,learn the
wordm in a meaningful context via experience stories or
pattern books like Hill Martin's Instant Readers. I would ako .

want to help my studtints see that these words occur over
and ever.:It's obvious', to um,lhat this is the came: however,
Many children:don't realizelbat some words recur with'
great frequency. If teachers help their students perceive

'this redundancy. students. may gain.igreater confidence in
unlocking words since they can predict; that some words
frequently reappear.

KnoWigg the thirteen "magic" words will help the Odd
deal with approximately 25 per cent of the words met in
print. While this reduces the burdens of unknown wors,.it
is a far cry from making the child a proficient reader. ,

KnoWing several hundred words will account for 50 per cent
of the running words, but,once again, this will not make the
child an efficient reader. Even knowing 2,500 words still
leaves the child with approximately one unknown in-every
four (in a natural' reading situation). Clearly,, word lists
quickly reach a point of 'diminishing returns. Nevertheless,
the thirteen words that follow may help teacherasealize that
son* werds are, indeed, very basic to all, t.ing. The

"thirteen wbrds are: a,tand, for, he, in, is, it, of, that, the, to,
-'was, you.

L
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Reading Coordinator
Bedford County Public Schools
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Professor of Sociology
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KINESICS AND READING

It is rather surprising thALiii all the plethora of material
oh reading Which is Wingrwritten and ilublished recently,
littlesis being said about a very important element which is
involVed in learning to read; 1. e, that infra-commupication

. system Which is h very large part of the cultUral tradition of
a society and which is so essential irNthe transmission of
those behavioral patterns which assnre neoriate an
opportunity of becoming an enculturated' or socialized
individual, successfully adjusting to the social life Which is
necissary for .his survival. I refer to that subtle
communicative procets which begins before the voCalization
process deyelops and twhich may be of far greater
significance, in that it can possibly be, shown that the
verbalization process is dependent upen it. Thg subtle
communication process is referred to as "body motion,"
"body movenient," or "body language,4' and the science that
deals with it is knewn as the Science of Kinesics.

George W. Meat pointed out years ago in Mind, Self, and
Society (1934) (1964) that an infant is born without mind or
self. In the..peginning he is conscious but not self-conscious.
Self iavareness develops as the infant picks up body cdes
from the mother whose face looms over the crib and whose
expressions of approbation or disapproval make the
squirming pink bi rotoplasm aware of its ftist social cues
and then eventually leads to a sense of self-hood, separating
the ihfant now from the crib, the blankets, and the other
niaterial objects close by until it gradually becomes an
individual aware of itself. Later, language Will make possible
mind, but tong before this, thoSe many body cues will have
begun the humanization process.

As Birdwhistell (1970) points out, a child before attaining
_ membership in his society mus ain control of the pattern 61

the communication-system of his society and must be
incorporated into that system. Society's inadequate'
individuals, schizophrenics
and deviants, are inc'Or-

ed into other systems
arthere e are misfits.

con f lang-
uage is not iccumulating
an tgregate of words as a
vocabujary. Skill in inter-
pretink body motion is not
Made up of memorizing a
list of facial expressions
nor' is language adequacy

Gaining control -of lang-

uage is not accumulating

an aggregate of words as a

vocabulary. 111

13

merelY a matter of "hooking together pieces of weir...Lis:and
gestures into meaning forms called sentences."

The acquisition of skills in reading is the acquisition of
partly the communication pattern of a society. To vocalize,
to use body language, to recognize symbols is to transmit
"feelings." We speak of the transmission of "meaning."
What we -.really transmit is "feelings." Often our
verbalizations do not convey meaning. Meaning is mut"
more frequently conveyed through "body cues:" . .

In verbal communication in.English it has been shown that
of the thousands of possible sounds 'and combination of
sounds we could have used, we utilize some 45 phonemes: 9 -
vowels, 3 semi-vowels, 21 consonants, 4 stresses, 4 pitches:

and* jUnctures.
On the other hand fonsider wh'itt is involved "body

language." The human face can form 250,000' expres'sions
-_,Tirllwhistell, 1970). Think of what We do when we "cock our

head," "drop our head," "shake our head from side to side,"
.or "up and down;" what we do when we Shift our body
poiition, use a finger, or move an arm, bat an eye, half close
the eyelid, wrinkle the 'face, move the lips, etc. Every,.
movement of every part of the anatomyeonveys a meaning...-..
Even our stance, legs wide apart o,r close together are
saying something.

No wonder Emerson wrote, "What y do s'peaks sd loud

that I cannot hear what you say."
We have just recently Ihrough kinesics begun to

scientifically analyze what is involved in' body Communica-
tion. At the. present, scientists have isolated thirty-two
kinemes for Americans in the face and head area. There are
three kinemes of.head nod, the "one nod" the "two nod" and
tb4tIlree nod;" Khich uie the entire head. There are four
kinemes of broW behavior. There are four significant
'degrees of lid closure. The nose reflects four significant,
behaviors4ZWrinkle nose," "eompressed nostrils," "bilateral
nostril flare" and "unilateral nostril flare or closure." There
are seven kinemes which make up the,circumoral complex,
involving mouth and lips. (Birdwhistell, 1970)

Language and reading are a part of the communication
pattern of literate societies, but it .is not surprising how

OUR NEWEST COUNCIL

Congratulations to our newest reading council to be
chartered by the IRA Southwest Virginia Council, The
council serves the counties of Russell, Tazwell, Buchanan,
and Washington as well as the city of Bristol.

Council President is:
Juanita Lashlee
104 Belle Brook Drive
Bristol, Tenn. 37620
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successfully many pre-literate societies have enculturated
their neonates for endless genetations without written
language, relying solely on oral and body commulication.

We have reason to suppgse that body communication is far
more impokant in literke societies than ,we have ever
recognized. The child learning to speak used his body. Try
talking without your hands, or your head, or your eyes.

Think of what the teacher often says with her lead, her
eyes her lips, her bOdy as ov,- er against what she says-
verbally. Some of us develop retharkable skill in picking up

,communication cues from
individuals around us.

Far more important than
we ever realized, the child
itincdporating a commun-
icatIon system. It is highly
kodssible* t h a.t f ault y
learning .is frequently due
to faulty transmission of
body cues.

It was Rudolf 'Otto, the
great 'German theologian, who first introduced the Greek
terrn Chaiisma to the western world. Max Weber picked up
the term from Otto and, made it a part of the s,ociology of
leadership. (Bendik, 1962) It required about fifty years for
the term to leave the halls of academia and filter down to tbe

" man in the street. Today ordinary citizens speak of
"chariama" and "charismatic" leadership, One individual has
"it" and anoiher 'lacks "it." What is "it?" Weber intended
charisma to mean a group of attractive qualities in

personality which tur,ned on other people and drew them to
the charismatic individual with a fierce attachment and
loyalty. What is,charisma?

I am_ quite -iure that a large part of charisma is an
extraordinary gift of the use of body movetnent to convey
"meanings" or "feelings." The person literally exudes
through eyes, face, hands, torso_head and muscles
unmistakeable messages.. He may be gifted in speech but it
is not speech whieh turnA, the flick; it is the magnetism of his
body. Our younger generation today is aware Of this when
they talk of "good vibes" . and "bad vibes." There are
vibrations which each person radiates in more or less
degree; in a negative or positive way.

Beyond vocalization, the child is learning something else.
Even as he acquires skill in vocalization, or fails to, he
acquires skill in comprehending kinesic qualifiers, or fails to,
and for him the latter is of great iMportance. What the
teacher does with her body as she instructs the pupils may
be the most important pa l. of her behavior and how
successfully the child reads her may be far more important
for him than how he reads/a page in an artificial book
situation. The'gift of communicating through body cues and
the gift qf reeeiving and understanding these cues is
all-essential in incorporating society's patterns of communi-
cation.

The science of kinesics is in such a beginning stage that it

Think of what the teacher

often says with her head,

her eyes, her lips, her body

as over' against what she

says verbally.
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I
would be premature to instruct/a reading teacher in
of body motion. However,
we should be saying some
things to that reading
tea..cher which she should
hear loud and clear.
1. Your verbal communi-
cation is importani but
reinember you ,take into an
interpersonal si tu ation

the use

However, we should be

saying some things to that

reading teacher which she

should hear loud and clear.

your body movements which override your vocalization.

2. Your pupils' anttenae vary in receptive ability.

3. Successful communication is essential to the develop-
ment of reading skills.

4. The ehild ,needs to read the teacher and the teacher
needs to read the child.

5. The child is watching for eyery kinesic qualifier; a sigh,
a smile, a sheer, a giggle, a whisper, a yawn, a 'tensed

0. torso a tilted head, a wknkled brow, wide open or half-
closed eyes, the flare of the nostrils: all,these and many
more cues are being picked up and "meaning", is coming
th rough.

Duffy 11969) has suggested some activities which the
teacher can use; e. g., have her children watch a film with
the sound off and Write down what the persons are probably
saying. Then have them see the film with the sound on and
check with what they thought the actors said; or have the
children tell stories without using their hands.

Perhaps in time the science of kinesics will be able to chdre
',for the teacher all the kinemeg she uses and when to use
them in the teaching process. In ihe meantime we can say to
that reading ,teacher that body -comMunication is a

treniendously important part of the communicative pattern
of any society and that a teacher neglects or ignores it at the
peril of failure to orient her pupil in society.

This is an awesome responsibility.
Arnold Gesell before his death used to quote a bit of verse

which questions whether we can teach a child to, grow. It
would like to paraphrase it here. The Child is speaking:

"You say, you will teach me to read?
Isn't reading a matter of melody and witchcraft?" .
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NG PROBLEMS:
GIJISTIC PERSPECTIVE

A psycholingulstiC perspective of reading problems 1
would assume that nothing a child does when he reads
orally (or silently%) is accidental or rando . . . (Burke &

Goodman. 1970, p. 121)." Such a perspectiv is based first of
all, on the dynamics of language and t e psychology of

manipulating language for purposes of communication and

comprehension. When employed to explain reading and

reading problems, psycholinguistics would further Utilize

\ the knowledge and intuition about language that a:child has
acquired in learnineto speak. Thus/ the only reading
disabled children, such a perspectiVe would not assist to a
lesser or greater, limited or unlimited degree, are those
Oildren who have llot acquired language. The assumption
,underlying this statement is that regardless of the severity

' Of a perceptual handicap or whatever, the child has the
capacity for language; and thus there is a basis for reading
acquisition. (It must be kept in mind, for example.that there
is nothing sacrosanct about certain modalities and learning
to read. That is, the visually handicapped may learn to read
using braille, and the hearing Unpaired must learn to read
through methods that do not stress auditory perception and

aiscrimination.)
Since psycholinguistics pres4upposes that reading is for

comprehension, what are the types of causal factors of
reading problems that obstruct meaing? Carter and
McGinnis (070) suggest the following:
1 - Visual Defects I
2 Inability to Sustain Attention.
3 - Lack of Experiential Background.
4 Lack of Knowledge of How to Read Effectively.

5 - Inability to Maintain Effort.
6 - Marked Feelings Of Inadequacy (p. 234).

What tenets of these factors may, -to some extent, be

explained by a psycholinguistic perspective of reading?

1

1

Visual Defects
Marion Mbnroe (in Reading- Disabili é edited by

Harold Newman; 1969) offers the following cla c coMments.

on the types of visual problems that ma impede reading.
The observable manifestations of these problem are also
friscussed.

1. Lack of clear-cut retinal images f.-(Manj,festations:)

The child ... confuges similarly shaped letters such as o, e,
c, or b, h, n, etc. Reading errors consist aVf confusion of
words such as °."out," "cat," "eat;" or "hand," "bond,"
"hand," etc. (Monroe, p. 51).
Onepmfcholinguistic reply to this visual reading problem

would be: "Are children really misperceiving or merely
miscalling (Lipton, 1972, p. '760)?" A definition of reading
based on comprehension would not consider accurate woid
perception the most critical factor in reading. Instances
where misperceptions cause miscues (discrepancies between
what the child reads and the printed material) are often
created by phonemically- similar ("git" for "get"), Or

graphemically similar ("where" for "thete") 'words.
2. Lack of precision in discrimination of complex visual
patterns (Manifestations:) The child seems unable to .
react to words as units. He reads slowly, by spelling out
the letters His reading errors consit, of omission of
sounds and filling in words bx guessing from one or twy
recognizable letters, thus producing v4;-wel and consonal
errors (Monroe, p. 51).
In response to "spelling out letters," the question must be

asked: Has, the reading methodology interfered with' the
process of reading for comprehension? That ihas the
teacher required the child to focus on maximal cues (every
letter and every sound) kir perfect word-calling, and at the
expense of meaning? (Oral reading, it should be noted, is not
the same as reading js a different set of production variables
is required to read orally.) As for omissions, insertions, and
"gue§sing," the psycholinguistic reply is obvious: The child
is etilizing information processing strategies on linguistic

cues in tr)ipg to decode the printed page. The teacher of this
child may wish tO use the Reading Miscue Inventory
(Goodman and Burke, 1972) to determine the extent of
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Meaning change involved in suchmiscues.
8. Lack of precWo in discrimination of the spatial orien-
talon of oatterns...(Manifestations:) The child; confuses.' 4

.the patients' which art alike in shapet but which are pliced
'in different positions as b, d; p, qi u, n; rn. w4 f, t; "was,"
"saw," "on," "no," etc....Hie, reading errors consist of
reversals repetitions, arid sometimes, because of

quence o letters, of-consonant and vowel eirorsMoroe,
. carrel& t g the sequence of sounds with the reversed se-1n

RP, s1 and 52). .

A first question that may be asked is: What eiethodology
was-used in initial reading instruction? By forcing the child
to focus on mainmil cues (e.g.; individual letters and,seunds
i i noted earlier) such reversals may be more likely to occur.
That is, a meaningful' conteit. may not exist, plus the c d

may not be trying to make sense out of what he is readin
Repetition may simply be an attempt at correction by using
linguistic generalizations. Once again, a miscue inventory
wilt note the severity of,the "Problem" and will sugcst ;
methiida for improvingnfcessary strategies.

. Inability to Sustain Attention ts,

Among the personality and emotional factors
maj impede progress in reading may be mentioned the

attentional instability; resistance*to reading;
fear, timidity, embarassment; withdrawal, etc. In some
cases the einotional factors may be due to constitutional
instability or poor habit-training. In other T.ases the
emotional factors may result directly from the failure to
learn to read due o other reaso d then in turn
aggravate the disa ility (Monroe,'

Since children may nj4perceive wor. "result of
impulsive or avoidance be avior, which in turn they be due

_to fear of failuve hotili4y or unmet klependency needs
A

(LiPton, p, 761)," t this
situation must obviously
be alleviated to insiire
readiriesuccess. Much will
depend on the personality
and attitude of the teacher.
A beginning, however,
may be fo invobie, the child in creating his own reading
material (i. e., language experience stories). By accepting as
valid the language and experiences of the child, much of the
fear of failure may be re'moved.

Much will depend on the

personility an. d attitude of

the teacher. -

Lack of Experiential Background ).

?Among the envirOnment 'factors which impede
progress in feeding may e mentioned the followilig:
foreign language, illiterate parents, truanc and poor
school attendance, frequent moves from chool to
school, number of siblings or ordinal flositiOn of child
among the siblings, etc. (Monroe,' p. 55).

o child lacks an expkential background unless he has,
how, been isolated from mankind. Also, studied from a

tr rma onal-generative grammar perspective, each

child's gge, regardless of social dialect, is functional for
the purpo,$ 4 communication. This is a linguistic fact.
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Unfortunately; there is the social fact that some dialects are.
stigmatized. Braccepting the `child's language and utilizing
the I language- experience approach, however; enormous
obstacles to th% reading process may be removed.

Lack of Knonledge of How to Read Effectively
When'. comparin reading acquisition with language

acquisition, the conClusion readied *add Probably be that ,. ,

most children have a knowledge of how to read effectivily.
However, this knowledge is often affeceil,e obskred by°
reading methodologies: (For exampleeMa ii? methodologies
almost solely stress:graphophónics at theecchision of
such important language :components as syntak 'and
semantics). 'A 'peycheliniuistic. apkoach 'could hot agree
more with Marion Mokoe's suggestions that: "1. Overstress
of speed reading may develop habits whieh impede progress,
and 2:Overstress of some methods of word-recegnition may

, develop habits *hich impede progress in reeding 'Monroe,
p.54)."

. Inabfilty to Maintain Effort, . .

Although stkt4Yroblevia la4aPdhierse etinlogi(for
example, hyper,actiyitY eelings of inadequacy),
alleviation mai áttially occur hy" maintaining interest.
Reading should be intrinsicalli rewarding, and materials
should beselected with the inditidual reader in mind. '

Marked Feelings of Inadequacy
Feelings of inadequacy may be the result :a constant .

failure - failure due to 'teachers, methodologies', lack of
pareUtal sujiport, and so forth. The faCt that teachers still
refer,,, to differences ,between exPected responses and
observed responsei in oral re_ading as "irrer.s," for example,
indirectly denotes the unacceptance of ii diziect, his
experiences,, and even the child himself. oDfscrepancies
between the child and the printed material '-,re hot wrong
answers, but rather insights into the child's processing of'
language. IA comprehension-based reading program, for
exarnple;would'consider "pony" for "horse" of higher qOality
than "house" for "horse", i. e., not just a wrong answer.)

In conclusion, psycholinguistics requires introspection
into the readingyrocess. It, suggests that the child brings
linguistic strategies to the task ,of reading; and that he
utilizes syntactk and semantic, as well as griphephonic, .
cueing system*. If also r'su ggests that Methodologies.may, in,
fact, r-etite many of the- syniptoms of reading problems. It
maintains, that language processes must remain intact an&
not segmented and sequenced. It places the child--his
interests and linguage--at the fore. It suggests that reading

. must be for comprehension. It then offers a diagnostic
inbtrument, the Reading Miscue Inventory, that analyzes
'the language, processing strategies utilized by ihe child
while eading. When confronted -with children discouraged .

eading problems, should we not give them the benefits tt.
of this information?
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WHAT PARENTS CAN DO TO HELP THEIR CHILDREN R AD

0 _

. Thelzehild could alp% be instrUcted in listening to and
yecognizink bird calls, animal sounds, etc. Probably the most
important area of improving auditory, skills is for the parent
to read aloud to the child ona daily basiOr.seVeral tirnes a
day. This is liery, very ithportant and Should be stressed
whenever possible. Short stdries or boOks are best and
'should chosen from subjects which interest the child.

_In the area of .imprcoiing motor skills,the Tarent could
work with the child in following directions such as M..
building a model or putting together a recipe. The child'
could also follow directions such as setting the table, hanging
and folding. laundry, mopping or vacuuming, the floor, etc. ,
Thel child could sort items Probably th
such as silverware, screws
and nails,' colored and

- white clothes, etc., lb
, heighten his motor:skills.

tri- conclusion, there are
,many activities in the

auditory, and motor
skills areas, that' parents

work with their child-
ren, and these efforts can
be enjoyable for everyone.
This interest on the part of the parent will also leIl tO a
higher degree of self-concept and self-worth on the pa-ft of
the child and should also be stressed. The parent can give

the -child a clearer picture of the world through real
experience such as a trip' to the stóre, post Ace, bank, fire
departmenO)olice department! etc. ThUs, it becomes
evident to'a child how big the world or neighborhood is and
why it is important to know his name, address, phone
number, etc. Yet, it repeatedly comes back to having fun for
both parties as fun is essential.in the life of each and every
huinan being. In our daily routines, quite often parents and
children do not have enough time or fun , together. as
possible, and this fun can be developed into an enjoyable
learning experience which in fact requires very little
additional effort: Life, for many- children, seems empty and
discouraging and is filled with routines and parents who
continually nag about poor grades in school. Qiiite often
parents and children do not have a common ground and do
'nbt, go anywhere or do anything together. Through these
suggestions, parents and children may rediscover the fun of
reading and being together and hOw important we are to
each other.

Mr. Ronald L. Magin
Reading Teacher
Brunswick Couniy Public Schools
Lawrenceville, Virginia 23868

Parents can help their children improve their reading
ills and at the same time have fun together. There are
any different sika involved in .the development of

reading proficiency, and inost of these skills can**
develpped by parents taking a little time with their children
within the framework of a "typical" day and With very little
additional preparation.

The following suggestions are Offered bY1 the authors to
help parents develop, certain skills in their children in
reading development-primarily in the area o activity-based
instruction relying on home training experi ces. -

Many visual, auditory, and`motor s can be developed
by parents using a variety of training teehniques which are
readily available inlmost households. It should be added thit
this list of seggestions should only serve as a guide or rough
outline, and the reader shoulcf use as manY of his own
suggestions as possible as no list is all encompassing.

-The three categories of skill development can best be
divided into the following ihree.,,areas: (I) imprpving visual,
skills; (2) improving auditory skills; and (3) improving rdotor
skills.

In-the area- of-improving visual skills, the parent could
take the'child around the house and have the child spot items
which are out of place. The parent could ask the child to look
for certain items and be able to identify items &Om pictures..
The parent could use the newspaper, magazines, catalogs,
etc., and have the Child identify the items from the pictures
such as animals, birds, furniture, etc. The possibilities of this
exercise are almost limitless and shOuld be used extensively.

.In the area of improving auditOry skills, the child coUld be
told to listen for something specific such as a bell timer, an
alarm clock; a 'cuckoo clock, etc.; and then asked to read
these words in a story. The child could also answer the
telephone to possibly idehtify the caller in a voiee
discrimination exercise, -also, by using the, radio as a
listening exercise without visual help such as the television.

4
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niost impor-

tant area iit-4PrOving

auditory skills:is for the

parent to read aloud to the

child

several times a day.:

on a daily basis or
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VIRGINIA'S COMMITMENT TO THE GIFTED

Mrs. Isabelle P.,Rucker:
Asate DireCtofrr O
School Foi The tilted

Department of EdUcation
Richmond, Virginia 23216

+irginia's commitment to gifted and talented students is
unequivocally spell0-ot by the General Assembly thi.ough
the Standards of Quality. For the 1976-78 biennium,.
Standard No. 4 states, in part:

Each schoOl divitsion shall provide differentiated in-
* struction to increase educational challenges to enrich .the
experiences and opportunities available to gifted and

talented students.
That is the mandate: It is, thprefore, incumbent upon each
'school division and each school witiin each division to fulfill

;C-the intent and the purpose of the mandate.
FOr several it.years now, the reasons, for proiriding

differentiated educaiion for gifted and talented students
have become well-known to nioat educators and laymen. I
will not belabor these reasons except to say that; indeed, dur
gifted and talented young _people 'are our most . valuable
natural resource. Give thein an opPortunity to learn,- give
tiltem freedom to progress at their rate, give them exditing
alternatives and freedoM to choose, give them challenges so
that they willbe eager to learn for the sake of learning and ,

they, in turn, will assume their share of responsibility for
bheir Own education. Eventually, they will be the group to-
mike the greatest contribution to society; they will provj--',
the leadership and the brainpower that Will keep this
country strong Deny them these opportunities and
challenges and they will likelj turn away from learning and
devote their efforts to the fulfillment of selfish motives.

Gifted and talented students exhibit a variety of
characteristicr early .in life. They have an insatiable
curiosity. They are often early and avid readers; tlfeir span
of attention is !Ong. They can lose themselvesin the,pursuit
of interests iof their choosing. Often they are mavericks!
They are dreaniers; they possess a sense- of humor and a
capacity for commitment. They want to know about love an'
logic in the broadest sense of the wordsi love, as a concern
for their fellov/ man; logic, as an ordering of the complexities
they see about them. They are eager to know themselves

' and the world around them. They'are critical thinkers who
do not necessarily believe that there are only "two sides to
every argument," for example. Their superiority is manifest
in abstract subjects; their inferiority, generally, elling,
arithmetical operations, and penmanship.

}tow is Virgini meeting its commitment to the gifted and
talented students The attack is two-pronged: ;1) the
programs that are offe d in the schools in acccrclunCe with
the legislative mandate d, (2) the Governor's School for
the Gifted. I haye chosen to di/vet my remarks to the !atter,
the Governor's,' School for the Gifted, whiCh is now
approaching its fifth session. The Governor's School, as the
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students prefer to call it, accommodates approximately 400
rising juniors and seniors from the public and' private high
schools each summer. The Governor's School is a four-week
program which operates at three separate colleges in the
State during the Summer. The Governor's School is. a
program of academic, artistic, social, and recreatihnal
activities all- set in an informs), though structured,

-intellectual atmosphere. The major portion of each da\y is
devcted to academic and'artistic pursuits. These range *from
astronomy to sculpture; from creative wFttig tosphYsiology;
from a coArse in contemporary Soviet Socie to one on the

'Amerkan Presidency; from printmaking t ahthropology;
from dhnce to philosophy; from foreign langliages tO '
psychology.. The -stodents live in. the cole dorMitories,
have their meals in the college dining rooms, and enjoy the
full facilities thit the college has to offer. 'All expenses,
except travel io and from the site and 'pocket" money, are.,.
paid from. State funds.

esryou think that a community of intellectual aincr
artistic peers produces snobbish, elite individuals, I'd like
you tbr"peet" soMe-OftheSe students through their written. v
Worts.-Lliave literally tomes of letters from the students
who take their time to write, -voluntarily, of their deep
gratitude '. tor the -opportunity Co parfilipate in this
once.in-lifetime experience: As yOu listen, I believe that you
will recognize charn9pristics such as those outlined earlier.
Let's.,start with the most recent session which was held at
Mary Billdwin, Mary Washington and Randolph-Macon
Woman's Colleges. ,

A participant from the 1976 School, w'ho felt the need to
give vent to her emotions, through an'avenueotherthan
tears, wrote an article whith she ehtitled, "The Gift."

My brain is defiantly pushing the thought of leaving..
here.'kuesdaS,to the darkest, most remote corner it can
finci. At the same time it touches the idea continually as
one touches a bruise, curiously, carefully, fascinated by
the rush of feeling, however painful. I am not ready to
leave the Governor's School for the Gifted, and will not
he ready to leave fiVe days from now when the schedule,
dictates that it is time to go. The people tha I have

found here, along with the backgrounds they represent
and the ideas they have produced, are sufficient to build
a community that I feel I could live in indefinitely% I am
athome.here. .

However, through the sentimentality of the desire to
ptay here forever, I see a glimpse of reality, and I know$that this Utopia is not complete. My mother w e to me
last Week with the wisdom that children a always
astonished to find in their parents:

The experiences you seem to be having there are
everything le would.want far you. I suppose that far each of you,
it is the first time you have let donn all the way and been
coTpletely youtelves -- a. true mecca, as David Anderson puts if,
kooft must be one of the true high points of your life. Althaugk you
may only be able to think of us.as parents, many of us have had



the same experiences as you all have had out In the "real world" -
that IL covering up abilifies under pear pressures, having some
difficups finding people on the same wave length, etc., and that
continue?on no matter what age. So believe it or not, parents do
understand that an4con emppfhtze with it. I know, too, it will be
an adjustment coming back but. Stephanie. though I'll al

need the Sultans and the Judies I have enjoyed, I Would never for
the world trade in the Kays and Dees at the other end and Sharols
and thsi Sue's in the middle of the spectrum -.there is just too
much of value in all directions. Think about it.

' I did think about it, and I realize that I will have to go
to, my own hoine, not _just physically, but go home
emotionally. i baYe trouble picturing myself returning
to my old routines: going to baseball games, lying in the
sun at the beach, spending my evenings beside the pool
in Mark's backyard. Everythikapi go on like it did be-
Hire, and nu one will realize,where I've been or how im-
portant it was to me. When my, friends are talking about
the time-filli% events I misted while I was gone thi%
month I will be Mxiding and laughing with them, but
part of me will be screaming, "Can't you see how I've
changed? Don't you w know what I've learned?"
But I could never exp them anyway.

I know I will geko vernor's Sehool. The special '

friendships will, unfortunately, fade, although they will
be sparked sporatically by an occnsional letter or chanee
rpunion. Even though I won't forget the warm joy of the
love I feel for my friends here, I will probably forget
small events, overdrimatize others, add bits, leave out
bits, Until my memories of this rho* bear little resem-
blance to life as it actually unfolded.

It is the idea.of getting over.the loss orleaving this
school that causes the greatest conflict. Should I try to
hold on to every detail of whatit was like heye? Or must
I forget most of it in order to enjoy living, as I will
always have to be living, with peopIrdho, while being
good people, do not have the unde inable traits Mdi-
cared by the label "gifted?" ,

The following letter, received late in July from a '76 parti-
cipant, was published in .the November issue of Public
Education in Virginia: ,

Thank you! Thank you! Thank ycdu! for the most ex-
citing,. wonderful, fun-filled, maturing, and educational
month of my life. I could write for hours about all the
beautiful experiences I had and all the things I learned,
but let Me tell you about just a few.

f must begin with Mr. Mengebier's zoology class.
^ P

There is no word in the English language to describe it.
---.;uper, fantastic, fun-fdled . . . all of these and much

ore! I can only stand in great respect and awe of Mr.
Me pier. He is (in my eyes as a frequently over-criti-
cal st ent) perfect. His lectures were fascinatingyou

talk with him about malaria somedayand filled
personal experiences that made it all very mean-

,

-\

ingful and pertinent. 1he,iels trips to his property to
collect inseets and salamand ra were great. I never

- .
would hre dreamed that c llecting and identifying
bugs (Y411{3) could be so inte esting and so much fun.
He took things that would- ha e been dull in any other
class (Whris this fish blind? H w did this circulatory or
digestive system. evolve? Wh t is so significant about
this animal% reproductive hab ts?) and made them ex%
citing it was a great discove y'when a class-wide ex-
change of ideas fmally hit upo the answer. Most of all

and this must be the key to his success I was im-
Pressed by his endless enthu iasm. ii,ft rushed from
table to table, helping someone dentify an insect or an
organ of their crayfist or' (too a enin my case) adjust-
ing a microscOpe. Quite often h would invite us all. to
examine something of special interest 'a shark's
stomach crammed witfi fish, an unusua y hairy spidef,
a bug with prominent mouth p s , erfectly stained
amoeba, or a hard-te-locatn lil Vessel in,.. the shark.
Mr. Mengebier was so obviousl fascinated by and en- te-

joying zoology, that hel passed hi love for it ontO us. No
other teacher I have ever had as ev n come close to
him.

Zhe lectures were, for the rh art, superb. I had
the creeps for days after one ast onomy lecture, think-
.ing almut all the millions of stars nd planets and dvili-

rta Freitag made me
have to be" thankful

for in America; and eYerytime I lay my flute now, I
remember "Th Sound of Music. Now I plow what's

,
going oitinside

)
hat silyer tube of 'lie!

The lecture I liked the most
Afrian Litingfish maybe becau

-
zations that must be out there. H

. realize,once more, hdw much w

as the story of the
e the speaker turned

%such an awful-stain ng topic into a fascinating hour,
and left me eager to now mores I saw a lungfish at an
aquarium in D.C. last Sunday, I recognized it immedi-

4t ately and gave the guy I was with a very condensed but
informative talk on it ,. he Was amazed!

What really Made the Governor's School memorgole
were the people. I have been with many different

t, groups but never have I feltlike I did in Staunton ,
we were totally immersed in friendship, twenfy-four
hours a day, seven days a week. There was always

O someone there to gossip with, confide in, lend sympa-
thy, rejoice with (especially when test scores came in!),
to help you .make decisions, whatever. I felt close to
everyone. People were friendly, ottgoing and fun to be
with. No one was so hung uP on academics that he or she

. had not developed other inte-Fests. We all had experi-
ences tO share. .

' I Matured tremendously white at thp Governor's
,

School. I am notrat all the same person I was six weeks
ago. Instead of feeling like a; member Of an "elite
society," I think I will be better able to communicate
with all types of people. A prodding roommate who
talked me into going to the first rock dance (even
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though I insisted that had always felt awkward at
dances) opened a lot of doors for me when it turned out
that Iliad a great time. Now I can't wait for the first
dance at sibooll And at the Governor's School I had a
tare opPortunity to escape the bitter competition and
pressure which is so hard to avoid in music, and really
play for pure enjoyment. If you will excuse a little
vanity, getting a standing ovation at the talent show
was at once so eiciting and so emotional that I was
momentarily stunned. It seems like a dream now. Could
anything that ironderful have happened to me?!!!

Having heart-to-heart talks with teachers was a rare
opportunity,' They were really friends, "one-of-us."
Instead of seeing a teacher for 50 minutes, we saw them

all(day. In the brakfast line, at a-lecture,' playing
.Mais, or huddled lin robe and sliPpers waiting' for
laundry int the basedient,of Spencer.

of this and more midelny stay in Staunton very
memorable and absolutely fantastfc.,They alio made
leaving very hard, but, I know I've nalliteloni friends.

Well,''I said I could sy.rite for hours, and it seems that!
I have/I hope the length of this letter hasn't takeli uo
t'oo much of your time!'

Thank you'very inuch for all you have done ...
"sKeepiamiling!

Lots of Love, Lisa

About two weeks after the Governor's School closed in '75,
a student wrote:

. . . My stay at the Governor's School was the best
four weeks of nai life. Take it from me the Governor's
SchOol provides its students with- a marvelous oppor;
tunity for experimentation and self-evaluation which,
otherwise, they would not have had. I think Cicero
understood. How's your Latin?
. 'Quid Ei Poteat Videri^Magnum In Rebus Humanis,

Cui Aeternitas Omnis Totiusque Mundi Nota
Mainitudo:
Translation:
'Wiiat great potential is evident for mankind
when one's vision encoUipasses the world's
s'ize and the vastness of the heavens.'
Increasing vision (in the above sense) is what I feel

the Governor's School is about,c After all, who cannot
help but grow inwardly in a Mtuation idyllic as the
Governor's School.

My best wishes to you and everyone involved in
next year's program. '

Yet another '75-er, a youngman, wrote:

I expect this letter will look like a carbon copy of,
about, fifty other letters that you have already gotten,
but I thought I'd write anyway just say thank you.

Before I went to Governor's School for the Gifted I
thought that I would bebored oil of my skull, trapped
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like a fish out of water with one hundaed and fifty
would-be Werner Von Briuns whose idea of Tigood time
on Friday' night was reading Spinoza in the original
language. Hal
iNever before have I met one hundrea and fifty more

happy, normal,- good-natured, and intelligent people.
Where I live (and I guess .wherR everyone else lives) the
stereotyped image of the individual with above average
intelligence prevails. Nok however, I know that othat's
a ridiculous generalization.

I learned three important things at Governor'i School:
1. 'There's nothing abnormal 'about sitting down and dis-

cussing "heavy" topics such as man's purpose on .

earth.
2. Hath not a gifted person eyes? If you prick' him,

doth he not bleed? If you tickle him, doth he not
laugh? If you poison him, doth he not die?

3. There is nothing to be ashamed of in having brains.' ew
e

With all my heart, mind, and soul I would we to offer
my humble appreciation.
Love You and your program.

Because I yearn to know each individual.as an individual.
and by name, I inOist that they wear their name tags. Inci-
dentally, if they lose a tag, I will replace it for 25c! The
following song which the students at one center wrote for
and sant to me, indicates their sensoof humor. The song .is

. 'entitled, simply, NAMETAG.
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you wear it when it's hot
YOu wear it whe s cool.

That's one rule the
Governor's Schoo

Chorus: Nametag Nametag Nametag
Ypu wear it to discussions '

You wear it to meals
If you don't wear it
You feel like a heel.

Chorus
You wear your nametag
All over the place
Without that tag
You're just a gifted face

Chorus
You "ear it when you work
You wear it when you loiter
If you should lose it
She'll charge you a quarter!

Chorus

Another 1975 studtt, who entWei Harvard University
`this fall, wrote:

Dear Issie P. (as many of thern' address me!)
The difference in confidence ,since GS has 1,134en

tremendous. At the risk ofsounding like a '15ale
Carnegie testimonial,i'd like to say that GS gave me a
whole new outIoc on myself and others my age. I was



1,4I

!winning My iheels before GS tdidn't know how to
handle myself at dances or parties, and usually wound
up miserably unfulfilled after any social wilts. In class
too, teachers would sometimes regard melft a threat, or

try to shelve me with the rest of the gtraight-A-ers in
the back row. I felt like a butterfly whose wings iad
dried, crumpled and bent,.in a jar. -. \

GS unscrewed the lid. In four weeks, I and many
'others underWent a boot camp for the emotions. I ran

f-' the gamut. There was nc; time erreason kor insecurity,
e faculty made me feel like a person, took time to-

n to raw ideas and new-found inspirations. Most of
all, the other people, the constant.associatio, dug41own
and found ine: Joy,..sejection, shyness, love they.
showed it all to me.

.I hate to spund hie a snob, or an intellectual (I, will
never be accused of such a heinousiidgitity.) Bul assoc

p

-

iation with these people: people who think about more
than what they will wear to the next dance or what so-%
and-so 'd about so-and-so more than the usual high

f school con eins was sueh a reqshing experience
that I ecided to seek the same in collegez

the assurance from the surtver experience that
I was worth' it, I aimed for thetiglast goal known to me
in my somewhat limited sphere. Thanks to a generous
financial aid office,' I will attend 'Radcliffe College this

. fall. I firmly believe, that had it not been for GS, I not
only would never have applied to this school, but would
not hav been ready to go had I applied anyway. For I
go now, ariied with a sense of my own worth and limits,
and the re tion that however much you think you
know about a ubject, there will always be, somewhere
within 'earshot, someone who knows more.

So, besides giving me a much-needed jump in hotany
and biology, GS gave me 'a sense of worth and a sense of
just hoiv little I know. There's so.much more to learn.
GS took me, a rather frustrated person, jaded at
seventeen (a fearsome thing in itself), and instilled a
love of learning and association with my peers.,Since
GS, the only television / watch is a half-hour of Monty
Python every Sunday night. I am so lusy learning, pick-
ing up where GS left me off that the 's little time for
idleness. I thrive On in-y new, more care lly-cultivated
friendships GS showed me how to find friends who

.. want more than a good time. I could go on for hours. . .

A young lady, now a sophomor at Duke University, ex-
pressed herself about the '74 school follows:

.

FEELINGS 'ABOUT GOVERl4OR'S "§cHOOL
NUMBER TWO

As a fern uncurls in a cool radiant glade,
and reaches out to light and life,

So I uneurled, and reached out, and-grew.
As tangled roots suck up moisture fiom the

'pungent earth,
SO I listard, and absorbed, and knew.

...
Asitipples Of water stretch f

in ever-widening circles, -

So my understanding expanded, too.
As rain spills down froth pusaywillew clou'ds,

So I cried when I said, adieu.1

A gtudent noW attending Harvard University and major-
ing in Philosophy and the Classics took, as his independe'nt
project during the '74 Governor's School, a beginning of the
.translatiOn of the New Testament from the original Greek to
Enklish. He successfully completed the first 13 chapter
St. Mathew. During the early summer, 1976, he wrote:

I have.Started studying Greek again this summer. I
had puti) aside Ance THAT' summei. I'm starting Book
I of the Iliad. \

I have accmhplished muqh haphazardly in two years.
I mean that situations I'm in wilD bring realizations on
me, rather than my working out such thaughts by think-
ing. I have .in- e to the Opinion that serious devotion to
thinking is something which one, can learn to improve
and consciously guide, through intense effort (much as a
concert pianist).

To this end, I propose to stimly in great depth at '

-seland, on my own, a few thinkers who impress me.'
When I ivri I get the feeling that most of ft is More'
relevant memories than the thoughts themselves, be-
cause expressing thought well requires a controlrer. .
language that I do 't have yet. (I shall struggle to get
thoughts to fit into syntax.) As a result, there may be
some impo ant idea behind them, but tho' word's do not
express 1, is somewhere implied by them. These few
'thinker o impress me so far, namel: , Virginia Woolf,
Ludwi ittgenstein, J. P. Sartre, and Friedrieh tleit-
zsche, these thinkers seem to select the essential fom
the tons of words floating in their heads, and write th t.
I want to learn this also or die in the attempt.

Perhaps inevitably, I idealize my memories
somewhat, but I tend to consider my GS experience as a
"gem in my heartscloth."

Another from '74 wrote, succintly, "I regreat that I have
but one summer to give to my Governor's School."

A student attending Swarthmore College and a partici-
pant in the first Governor's School, '73i wrote: ,

My memories of
.
the GS are all positive: the idyllic

atmosphere, the interesting peof)le, the non-stop sche-
dule of activities. Although I have lost track of -mAny of

- the friends I made there (as well as most of those I made
in high schgol), I think of, them fondlysnd retain some
ui their. influences. In particular, I would like to men-
tion Mrs. Casey Withers, my math kteacher at GS, and
Ste `,, the student whose room was next to me,.whose
entlilsiasm for mathematics infected me and whom I
cansider, the two main individual influences on my selec-

t
ion of ii major irmathematics.

This leads naturally into cellege, a subject that begs
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fat explication but calls for condensation. After i'wO"
years of desultory sampling, I have fallen (aWkardly, I
admit) into the Swarthmore Honotprogram, with a

I'mja in math and minors in Russ' and philosophy.
Like everyone else, j wonder and *orry, about Life, the
Future, and the Bureau of Labor Statistics. As I once
told My high school physics teacher, I anA,=...rather
than a vector: all Magnitude and rection.
"Perhaps," he said. "but if you worry about it Tou'll be
I. l" He was right: -the conflict of idealism and prag-

aspiration and ability can result only in tension.
cOurse, college has turned out differently than I

expected euring the good Old GS days.1 ha,le not
learned to think. Swarthmore accepted me under the
assumption that I alrea)y had pretensions in that direc:
tion and, though I have piked up a nice smattering of
fact and sysitem, nothing4s drastically rearranged my
mental building-blocks sinje my matriculation. The real
effects of college have two:
1. my first year at Swarthmore wrung, threshed, and

pounded out most of my eighteen year accumulation
of hubris; and

2." in compensation, it introduced me to a few good-
humored, intelligent, and articulate people.
I huff taste of category (4 at GS; fortunately_,_,

GS does not buffet us with pro(1).

Again from the '73 session, a student attending Haverford
College and majoring in philosophy, shared this thought:

f

Ben Bradlee of the Washington Post is fond of the
phrase "non-denial denial." Governor's School showed
me "non-learning learning:" That is, I learned how to.
learn without the usual formality of strained informality
.of the classroom. You can close your eyes and smoke a
cigarette in the rening, and listening, . learning the
sound, the rhythms and motions, .:- the silence , and

-the violence of plain day-to-day living. That right.there
is just as much a laboring and a loving process as anyitt
acadeinic's lifetime commitment. And, if anything, that
statement elevates, rather than degrades any kind of
serious academic pursuit.

A mathematics,. _physics, and astronoiny :Major. at"..tho
University of Virginia, ig a remarkable young man, as you

.. will probably agree, after hearing the following: ' °I
ii.

Me? h, let's see I'm a conservative Republican, an
Echols cholar at UVa, and a member of AFROTC. I
dream ut the future mine and mankind's. I hope'
to see man leave the face of the Earth, and I'd like to
pia; some part (however small) in that. Add by leaving
the face of the-Earth. I don't just Mean to the Moon; I
mean to the Outer Planets and beyowd the Solar
System. .

On a more down-to-Earth scale (pardon'the pun), I
would Wm to help a more important way. I've always
had a flair for teac g (including individual, tutoring),
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and tnewaY to help Man isie help individuals. They say
"and a child shall lead them." Who teadnes them how to
lead? All anyonecando is to try, an45/baPend tune with
people, shovitheth someone carea, that they're not just.
Social Security Numbers in g computer. That's the way.
to helP Man.

I gurs I'm'just rambling, but I inink there-is some-
thing in there, somewhere. What it boils down to is that'
I'm an idealist I want to help humanity -- and the 't
best way I gee is tO convince individuale of their human-
ity. Thia is my way of thanking you fo,r the GS experi-
ence. It reminded me of my humanity, by showing me'
that there are peg* whO care about us. It was one of,
'the most rewirding.Aweriences I've had, both ecademi-
cally and personallY, for it opened my eyes to a lot.
forthed bonds that survive to this day. When et to
UVa, I had friends there friendelhadmade at G$ in a'
'73. I guess I wasn't as gpen, asinuCh Of partiOpant as I
could have been, but it ew to Me, and I was taken
by surprise. It took a il to Open the shell..I had spent
years building around me but G$ did it.

Some of our participants- are studying abrOad. One of
these, who is a student at Goddard College and a member of
'the '73 group, wrote:

Since graduating from high'school I have done many.
things. I worked in a dinner theatre living there as a
staff member. Hived and worked with a jazz band (I am
also a singer). I moved to Colorido and worked there as
a maid, as well as many other jobs. th6n I decided to go.
to Goddard College. I have been studying there for four
semesters now, one in a speCial theatremusic/dance
program, one in regular residence', and now I am finish-
ing my second non-residential term in Paris.

I am studying mine here in Paris with Etienne De-
croux, the rather of modern mime. I 4m, also writing,
doing .independent study in theatre and historY, and
studying French. The opportunity to do this kind of
study LI mostemazing to I hail leirned so much
in Paris. I live on basically a peterOevel, in a small
room on the eighth floor, with cold running water and a
squat toilet down ithe hall. I play guitar and sing tn the
metro for. extra mianey,

This isn't exactly a dream, but it has been a very
rewarding and much of a learning experience.

The clearest effects of the Governor's School which I
can see in my Fife are' these: it was there that I devel-
opled a focus on my desire to write I began work at
writing and enjoy it, and thui`I began to write well. The
encouragement and teaching -I got at GS definitely
started me seriously'on the rad to writing. Secondly, it

-was at GS that I first learned enough about acting to
want to begin workini, in that facet of theatre. I had
been working as a technician for several years.. when I
came tO GS, but it was only after leaving there that I
began to studfficting and began to audition for and
play parts.

All in all, my experience with the GS was a good one.



and obviously, one that put a focus on my direct'ons as
, an artist. kktis Mid- to say whether:or nOt I wou have

%found these things on my' own eventually, 5m sre
That I would have: But with the disenchantment, that
*as then experiencing with publicgehools, it was th
best tl9g that could have happened to me. I'm only
sorry that there is not real work going on to explore the
faults that lie Parly on in the system those that led me
to lose interest in learning at thi ageof six, when I
should have been starting to see thit magic dbooks and
schools and leirning new things . .1 believe that it
would be a very interesting experience to gather to-
gether as many of the original students aspossible, for
k is only after several years that we can really sit 'down
and compare totes and realize just how far we have
come over the last few years.

A charming young girl, -who possesses an abundance of
finq qualities characte Goverder's School, students,
expressed 'her feelin:, about the first Governor's School
held itt, the Virginia Mus

FOR ALL THE DYN MIC MOMENTS
Time is a delicate flower

Whose seeds are q n off
. with the pas g winds

and, set le, on is memories.

Orr must grasp quickly as hey flY by, -

tp learn.
The days I sperit in a
house of beauty and

gra5e
were4one too soon,

and the people I touched and who
touched me -

left me t2o suddenly,
but the thoufhts they bestowed upon me

remain, .

blossoming, flourishing,
treasured.

Whsit finer gift could anyone give to a child of thoughts
than truth and knowlellge?

What better memories could I have than those of
culture and majesty?

To me, there is only poetry and theatre.
Tonle, there are only people of grace or

Awkwardness.

In Richmond, to me, there was only
, poetry and theatre and grace,

and maybe a few
secret, quiet tears

of departure.

What can Isay,
except

thank you dear one,

for opening more
- buds in my. mind.

Yours, with a la of love and admiration,

(signed) .

(one of your "gifted" children)

"And in conclusion," in jatly July of this year, I received a
_ - . response to our anni1 survey from a sieudents. at the

". University Virginia. This oung mari intended his letter
fop all te nsible for the overnor's School. Since I am the

ove contact pen, for the School, the student wrote to .

ine on July , 1976. So deeply did this letter touch me that I
icwant to sh e it with you.

.

Though. procrastination is one of the more ignoble
characteristics that I pessess, in reference to this
response to your June 7 letter, it was intentional.

-Th
.

In our nation's Bicentennial year we are constantly
being reminded of the-remArkable origins from whence
it came. The date of July 4 has become both the symbol
and'culmiOtion of much of'the celebration, and it is in ..

part becaue of this that I delayed writing to you until
today.

I believe that Ame rica spawned, indeed, a newrace Of
people; and that the new nation was as mucli an idea as
a palpable political entity. The several traits which
typified thig new breed include the willingness to work
and the willingness to learn. America's genius has been
the deciding factlri.in its emergence as the gteatest

. Country the wced has known. ,.

, -,

Part of that "genius" is attributable to_ the Amterican
emphasis on freedom of education. Part ()tit, islittrihut-
able to the wherewithal provided .by our various
governments for furthering the educatiOn of its people.
I am very thankful for the educational oppo)'tunities
which I have 136enPgiven,.and wisb to thank you this

. , _

day, as being one' of the engineers of a singularly im-
portant moment in my learning experience. The Gov-
ernor's School for the Gifted was and is a magnificent
progri;m. It changed my outlook and contributed to my
maturati5k. I am certain that it helped me to become a
Virginia repriientative at the 1975 William Randolph
Hearst!Senate Youth Program and an Echols Scholar at
the University of Virgiñia. i have- nothing but pleasant
memories of that summer.

, So, if I waited a long time in replying, it was with due
cause. When you receive this letter the festivities of
July 4 will be over, but I know that the spirit will linger.
For, while some use this day to Muster a perfunceory
patriotic fervor, others like you are merely con-
tinding habits of a lifetime. Bless you, Isabelle Rucker,
and those like you.

Kou arewhat America is all aboirt.
.\All my love and respect,

(signed),
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.
students? Theki is no' doubt 'about it: in my 'mind. It will be
-some years.hence before we tan fully realize the positive
effects that Programs forthe gifted have n the recipieats, I

,trust that yoOgreewith authat, at least, vie have "broVn
the ground:" With your help and support, we shall forge.
ahead 'in the futnre and provide even bigger and :better

fat., thane studenta who are,- indeed, our most
natural resource.

,
;PI/M.§ NOTE:-

Mri: Rucker' presented t
Chapter of Zielta Kappa G%i,sa kon' November 8, 1976 in
Waynesboro, Virginia. /t was b,nitted to READINVIN
VIRGINIA aethe request of the editor.

13aP** to. the Beta' Zeta

L. ID,. Briggs
essor ofElementary Educ:ation
Texas State University

Comdierce, Texas 75428

Ms. Belierly Scroggins
Research Assistant
East Texas StatJniversity,
Oomnierce, Tex 5428

Tlyormad Anneal 4on.f.1101111/ Reeds,/
Ma, 241. 1107

Microworkshop
Reading to Learn: Techniques jor Develop ing Critical Read-

.
Ing-Thinking Skills -

,
Thursday, May 5
Fontainebleau Hotel, Champagne Room . 4

Co-directors: Helen J: Castle and Jean A. Gillet, University
of Virginia, Charlottesville, Virginia ,

.,PREBfigIRE: A PROBLEM FACING' READING TEACHERS

. I

10.1.

.-"What makes one chlid mre successful in reading than
another? One child with -1.11 interest and motivation may

witile another because of detrimental internal and
ext4rnal pressures may fail. Since the mental capacities for
any tWo children are not equal, it follows that their rates of
skill development will differ also. A child !bust develop the
necessar# skillsfor reading. To become proficient in reading
the child must have many, hours of meaninkful experience.
'The unique experiences cif each child can easily deteri#ine

suciess or failure as a reader; therefore the studeNt's
environment can aggravate reading probletns.

The child may experience pressure from several areas.
The parent's seem to beothe greatest source. Some pareUti :
pueb, their child into reading baore he is maturationally
readi. Also, paients oft-en set unrealistic goals. When the
child does not measure up to his parents' expectations, he
eannot escape feelings of disappointleente defeat. This is
true even if the child has done his best to succeed.

Help is something the child may or may not receive from
his parents. Some parents help too much while others who
dt,r4 possess 1the Pecessary knowledge help too
Isdless to say, tutdring sessions Can often .result
elnotichaf conflict and even physical violence, with the hild
being the recipient of tint,verbal or physical abuse.

Qther siblings tend to be .a sourcetf competition for the
.=-frusliated child. Much too offen:parents are repeating the
old cliche, "Why can't you read like your brother (sister)?"
ThlToiily inakee -matters, Worse; Thus the child feels .
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worthless and inadequate. Eventually, he resents th e'
playing -of favorites bY his parents; therefore, even if the
other Sibling could help, the child is not about "to let his rival
-give him academic assistance.

Children within the same family tend to bewery different,
and'some sehoOl administrators fail to recognize this. Elfin
though their, envifonment the' same, the -.siblings have
experiences- and innate abilities that vary. De school
iuministratoes maY ex all: children to learn at the same,
rate and achieve at jtmparable levels regirdless of. the
diverse background involved. Obviously, this is an
unrealistic expectati n. Clearly, children from happy homes,
virtually free from pressure, have a greater advantage over
children froth Unhappy homes. Often children from unhaPPY
homes are forced to cope With tremendous pressures.

Society, as well as administrators, places pressure on the
child: Society' expeets ile
members to be educated
and productive citizens.
Since there is no' place for
the illiter-ae adult, reading
is. ' creamed down the .
child's_throat whether he is
ready for 'it tr. not.. The
world desigiied -foi the
literate. Can you imagine
not being able to read a

Since there is no place for
. -

the illiterate adult, reading

is crammed down the

child's throat whether he is

ready for it or not.

newspaper, a magazine, or
a street sign. Reading surrounds the child from birth. How
terrible this must be for the child whd is a reading failure!
He probably feels that the world is teasing and making fun of

. The teacher is another key source of pressure.
Consistently, many tenehers,do not consider the individual
differences of the pupils. They simply employ thTblanket -
approach to the teaching of reading. These teachera, are
merely covering the material rather than uncovering it. Just
because the child has gone from cover to cover in the basal
reader does not mean that he has understood or even read
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the Material. Theteacher 4pressured to nieet standards set
up by administratori, society, other school systems, or-other
teadiers.,Consequentlyc teachers exert Pres Sure on their
pupils to achieve some arbitrary level of :profitienCy:.'

lAlthouglithe reasoning may net be valid, the pressure dOes
exist and does constitute a probIete. . .?.;

'The .reading materia4 may cause the child to feel
pressured. The material iniy be above or bele* the reading
levtlteausing the child to exhibli little or no interest'. Thus
reading material seletiion must be based- on specific needs
becanse all ChildreOdo not have the same intere* or ability.
Soine basal readers may contain mere new wordrfilan. the
Child can handle. Although the rate of new :Vord introdu tion .

itilhe basal is static, it may be too fast; and the discouh
child may quit trying to comprehend the new words.

One majer reason for the chats pressure on himself istth e,

..fear of rejection. First, he rnify be afraid of not reaching
parental expectations. He 'fears that his parents will

Fithdraw affection. Second, the child -is Araid of being
cqpaidered a failure.by his peers. He trii;y fOrthat he is the

class miliO cannot read;. this will tniake him feel
acsdemically isolated;Therefore, the child beg,ins to hide his

..zoblern_ if 'possible, .maYbe by pretending to read silently

when in fact he caiinot
read: Ernbarrlssment keops,
him from seeking help' for
his problem'.

Pressure can be a major
factor in detekiiining the
success or failige of the
child. Therefore Parents
and teachers are the major
contibotors to the child's reading growth or retardation,.

whether they are aware of it or not. They carae of 'assist-
ance rather than a hinderancelse the child if they are con-
cerned

,
enough to'work Solving the Add's reading

problem.
There are son* basic considerations concerning pressure:

Pressure can be a major

factor in determ,ing the

suCcess or failure of the

child.

1. Parents should be available to helpchildren; but they
shOuld not force the assistance. Parents Should also
provide the time and place for productive study.

:Adiiiinistrators s'hbuld recognize the problems incurred
..,:Vheri. teachers deal with, individual differences. Vali-

agility ir the rate of achievement should be recognized
and encouraged. Individual 'differences can only be
dealt with when administrators assist teachers in
changing methods and materials to meet the needs of
the pupils.

3. Teachers ahouid strive -for Optimum grg-wth for each
child. Pressures should not cause the teacher to neg-
leet pupil needs.

4. §ociety must recognize that classroom learning varies
9uantitatively as well as qualitatively. Every child
shuld.,be expected to alieve at his'cnkti unique ratta.
Society +must understand that'schoolsrinomote heterg.
geneity rather thinhoMogerreity or conformity.,

1

How might pirentiand teachers relie vt 'pressure and
tension? Doll and Fleming., in -their bOok hildren Under :
Pressure. .suggesto that paren4 and teachers help young
Oople to know themselves better. Children need warm
relatiorrships with parents and educators to relieve inner
tension. A loving; helpful, 'encouraging .relationship with
the child is more desirable than one which.is piinikhing and
critical. ,

Good teaching and parenting can4ie combined to combat
detriMental pres,sure. Teaheri and parents Must cooperate
in bringing homeand achpd1 e .i'..,,er together. Once the child
feels comfortable in each setting, frustration and failure will.
be replaced by learning and achievement,

An
.

Exepptibnal Star
Susan ampshire, internationallY known actress, has

performed mor4 than a hundred roles'. She won Emmy
. awards in .,1971 and 1972. Currently, she's 'captivating

AmeriCan television audiences as the quick-witted Glendora'
in The Pallisers on PBS.

And Susan Hampshire is a victim Of yslexia who was
considered stupid as athild.

Born in London in the.early 1940s. Ntysan found education
agonizing fraught with ridiCtile ifom other children. .

Now in demand, Miss Hampshire relates that her impair-
ment forces her to takle ten tiines as long as other aetnrs tO
get a script right. Anyone who watches Siisan Itarnpshire
moves effortlesslyrthrough the demanding lead role in The
PaUjsers will.find this hard to believe.
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KEYS TO BETTER READING - MAGIC AND MOTIVATIO*. .

t

Generally, students who excel inreading are motivated to
, read. The spiral effect is in evidence. The better the student

reads the more he Wants to read, the more skillful he
!meanies, and the more he reads. This same inaxim holds
true for other activities as
well, such as swimming,
tennis or folaying the piano.

Thus, for many studenti,
the disability'', may coin-
mence at a motivational
disability." The student's

4. lack of interest, has pre-
?.

,. ,clUtled his Spending time
reading, : whieh is necessarT .. .to becóme. proficient.
Instruction rritiatbe, accompaniefiby practice, is the skills
are tatight to enatire akill maater.Y.. For the student to get
the practice he needs, he must dp soine of the work ontside
of school. Motivating the student fo read, on hii own time,
becomes a majot issue. Consequently, this lack of inbtivation
is a major stumbling block.

Parenti'and teachers must work together on motivational
strategies: Helping each student .to become as proficient in
reading as he is capable of becoming should be a commOn
go41. \The IttlloWing potpo!irri of suggestions are offered in the
hOpe th they will motivate reluctant students to read while
in scheol and during their recreational, or free tiMe.:Teach-

ers should seleet thaw activities which fit the interests and
abilities of theietstudents. Also, ideas listed . are only a
beginning and should not be conSidered as a COmPrehensive
list.

Thus, for many stadenta:

the "disability", may eorn-
.

mence as a ''.'motivational

disability:".
,

-

Motivatioll Strategies

-^

READING .

Minutes
TELEVISION

Minütes
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40 oo 11111M111111111111111111
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10 MIN111011111111111M1111111 IS

0 ilSEIOInunnuouriatniminnfr nnnummoornirortum

- Ask the, parents to keep the chart as accurately as
to r'eflect actual reading od viewing ilme. A pe
weeks should be sufficient for each time
teacher will be able to determine whether
more, or less time in reading pursuits during the se
Also, these grids:graphically illustrate to the p
the Child is spending his tinr.

2. A simple form sent tO the parents stating the title of
the book, date and the parent's signature should accompany
each book the student takes hoMe to read. This....Nimply
ensures that a dual check is being made on the child's outside-
reading and alerts the parent,,,,,to the fact that some outside
reading is expected daily: (TablelI).,

TABLE II.

ssible
two
the
ds

Comments:

1. The teacher duplicates, a form depicting two grids.
(See Table 1). This form is sent to the Oarents at least twke.
during *be school' year.,GridaserVess a flotuntentary of.hOw
much time the Child is spen-dingon-reading and in watching
television putsideof school houra.

Reading in yi inia March 1971

Date

Title of Book Read

",Parent'S Signature

1. In addition. tbe teaCher should make a wall chart to
reflect the books the children read in and out of class. (Table
III). Charts may. be 'as elaborate or siMple as desired. A
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simple "Book Worm" chart is as follows. Draw' two inch
squares to'Contain the book 'title and a simple line drawing.
The drawing will indicate the month the book Was read. For
example, October could be represented by a Jack-O-Lan-
Ohl, November by a turkey, December by a tree and so
forth. Thus, the teacher can tell at a glance how many bookl
each child read during a particular time frame.

MBLE

Book Worms

Joe

Dot

No student is penalized because of his reading deficit
inasmuch as every book counts the same as another,
regardless of the readirig level of, the book.

ThereAould be some reward for every ten books, or so,
that are read. Behavior that is not rewarded is often
extinguished.

4. Make a practical "gift" for your Airents of a list of
items found in grocery stores. Students help the teacher
think of items to add to the list. Categorize the items un
main headings, such as vegetables, fruit, cleaning art'
and piper. Duplicate the list. Each parent is given a
home use.

The arent is asked to check the items he wants
purchase. He then gives the list to the student to copy. To
vary the procedure, the parent names an item, the student
finds it on the list, and then writes the article named on his
grocery list. ".

Explain to the parents the rationale and the need for
involving the students in relevant activities which require
reading and writing. These activities also accomplish the

burlding of such skills as categorizing:visual discrimination
and spelling. It also provides practice in reading and writing.
In aildition, responsibility is developed as the child becomes
a contributing household member. (See Table IV).

er
les:
for

TABLE IV
r

, GROCERLLIST

Piper 'cleaning Fruit Vegetables Cereal

Napkins Soa Oranges . ! Corry .,; Cheerios

CUps Cleanser Pears _. '- Peas Corn Pops
.
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5. Encourage students to read cereal boxes and labels on
various products. Also, students find it interesting to write
for free and inexpensive material which is advertised:

6. Students enjoy receiving mail. How about a Pen pal
exchange between two classes in the same school or school
system? If you know a teacher in another part of the
country, your students may want to exchange letters.
Foreign pen pals are exciting for the more advapced
students. Also, the itinerant teacher e has a decided
advantage in that she can serve as the "mail man" between
several of her schools.

7. Rewrite directions for using school equipment. Use a
sfmplified vocabulary and
sentence structure forma0
Outline how to use such
equipment as the movie
projector, overhead pro:
jector and so forth.

,
-Stu-

dents help by providing
the teacher with their own
organic vocabulary, there-.
by making it easier for them to, read. Mimeograph and
book-blind additional copies. Let yqur students take these
directions to other, classes, read them and leave a set of
directions for that room's use. In this way students are able
to use equipment, unattended: by follewing the simple
directions thpy niust read. Also', the students who asl in,
writing the directions have had a valuaple experience in
using reading as a relevant project.

, 8. Arrange for , rewards for reading. Studies in

psycholoiy tell us that those- acts Which .are positively
reinforced tend to be repeated. Some students respond to a
social, "that'p good" reinforcer. Others require tangible,
synthetic relnforcers such as candy or a small toy. Some
students msiread a book for the privilege of playing a game
or to buy fdteen'minutes on the typewriter. A knoWledge of
the student enables the teacher "to provide that which is
truly rewarding for each child. The key here is to use
extrinsic rewards for reeding until reading becomes
intrinsically rewarding in and of itself. Certificates and gold
stars are also extremely motivational for soniestudents:

9. A little excitement may be introduced by way of a
"treasure hunt." Students will be extremely motivated to
rea'd directions when there is a "treasure" to be found. 'le
treasure may be a "good luck" penny for each child, a Ae
of canhy clr other small treat. Write the directions in rhyme
and the students will enjoytheaCtivity all the more.

Write the first direction on thelblackboard. If you are not
commencing with the tteasure hunt, Cover it with a piece 'of
construction paper until the moment arrives. Suspense is
also built by using a gimmic such as this. Your first direction
may read something like this:

Also, the itinerant teach-

er has a decided advantage

in that she.can serve as the

"mail man" 'between sev-*

eral of her schools.

"Look in the tall, green plant and you will see,
the directions to a treasure for Ab and me."

Reading bs.VIrginia, March 1977
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Students are highly motivated to read words. sucli as'
"0.'..."directions" and "treasure" when the proper groundwork is

lad. The students.find directions which tell theM where to
look next until 'the treasure is located. You may have the
stUdents *tbok in seven or eight places before the fine)
treasure is located.

.10.0A "compliment Tree". can do wonders for a classrooin
as well as to motivate students to read. Write a short

.-,tnessage inside i strip of papen or on a constxuction paper

.leaf. Write the student'a name on the opposite side and tape ,
it to the tree..The "tree"ay be nothing more than branch

:-,
!Prayed sillier or gold and stuck in a pail of sand or plaster of

Messages _sh9uld compliment the student on a
';.,particularly thOughtful ad 'Or the accomplishment of a

: Particular skill. Students are extremely motivated to read
when the message cons them in a'positive manner. Also,

. they WM ask4 they may take their compliment home to read
.to their parents. Later, students may be encouraged to write
messages to each other. 'these M also taped to the tree.
This .''Compliment Tree" is perfo *trill functions -
motivating students to teed / write° as well as
.encouisging positive self-concepts and mannerly behavior.
Also, students acquire the habit of looking for the positive in

'their peers rather than the negative.
14.. Encourage students to writs"thank you letter, to

-room mothers, 'principals or whoever does something for
them. If they desire, students should have ;in oppofrtuUity to

readtheir letters to the group before milling.
.12. Many students will be motivated to write stories and" -

poem's when they know their writing will he bound into a
book and placed in the library! There are many good
reference books which give step-by-step directions for book
binding which can easily be accomplished inthe classroom.

13. Book reports should 3e kept simple. 'Some students
find giving reports unpleasant vl1e others especially like to
share a book they have particular enjoyed. A "Book Club,"
with optional memberthip, which iets weekly for a half
hour is motivating for many students. The Junior Great
Books is especially recommended for students whose
reading skills are somewhat better.than average.

14. To doster a love of bookl, encourage students to
serve as the:Librarian's Helper." ,Sttidants shoâld have
time to browse through the booki a:s well as help' with the
clerical dutiesrAlso, why not ask a stndent, who reads well,
to read a story to the group rather than reserving this
privilege for khe librariin, Peer podeling is extremely

*effectiVe.:
.15. Use "MOgic" card'tricks in your teaching. Regular

Card tricka can often be modified and used for reading. Use a
blank set.'01 cirdi to write the basic sight or other words in
place of the Munhers genetally found on playing cards.
Phonic nuy cirds may alsti be used. Almost any "book of
Magic Card Tricks" wiU furnish ideas for these act&ities.

16: Peer titiring enhances the self-concept of thittitor
and often is an incentive to better and improved reading.

The tutor does ji4 have to be a "top reader" to do a really
fine job. Teaching a skill to another ensures mastery of the

Reeding in Virginia, March 1977

skill by the tutor and' the other stndent (tutee) is also
learning.

Conclusions
.

Reading can, and, should, be made raMt. Reasons for
reading should be provided in which there .is a real need for
the student to' receive a message. Writing should also
accoMpany, reading and the reasons for writing can be
purPOseful. Reinforcement, at home and at schoot, should be
provided. Teachers and parents, working together, should
see better results than when either is,attempting the task uf
encouraging the reading habit alone. s

The himple strategies listed, when used, enliven treading ,

program for both the teachers and the students.
Motivating students takes time, thought, imagination and

sometimes a "littie bit 9f magic."

TorM74olrowd Maraud Vmovemie.
Islareatheal A..dMg Alloorierlow
21... 24, 1172

Session'
Developing Parent Awareness and Involvement in Remedial --'

'Reading Programs
, We.dnesday, May 4

c.

;

Miami Beach Convention Center, Room 105
"Disseminating. Remedial 'Reading Program Activities: The

Use 91 Film and Other Meilia"
Brian DI Shirley, Augusta County Public Schools

*

Session
The Effective Utilization of Human Resources
Wednesday..May 4
Miami leach Convention Center, Room 159

4 Documentary Video Presentation of Hunt Valley School's
Parent Volunte er Program!'

Chairing: Dolores Lawrence Faisfax County Public Schools
Speaker:Safiy Hottle, Fairfax County' Public. SchoOls, Fair-

.

fax,. Virginia

Session
Affective Fectors, and Reading Comprehension: Loam of

Control .

Friday, May 6
Miami Reach Convention Center, Room 102B

Chairing: Victor I. Culver,-Old Dominion University, Nor-

folk, Virginia
"The Relationship of Locus of Control to Reading Achieve-

ment" Victor I. Culver, Old Dominion University, Norfolk,
Virginia

"Locus of Conga! and ReadingComprehension: APplications'
for the Clanoom" Raymond F. Morgan, Old Domini6n
University, Norfolk, Virginia
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EFFECTS OF TEACHERS' RESPONSE STRATEGIES ON
CHILDREN'S ORAL READING PERFORMANCE:

A CASE OF INTERFERENCE?

D. Jerome A. lfiles
D. Joha C.Vinstead
Dr. Richard T. Graham
Virginia Polytechnic Institute

and State University
Blacksburg, Virginia 24061

This study was conducted to, investigate the degree to
which teacher coraction strategies imprre or impair
children's oral reading performance. Sixty-four students,
four grade levels, 16 in each, were compared on the basis of
their-oral reading under two distinct conditions, free and
corrected. A Kruskal-Wallace one-way ANOVA revealed no
significant differences due to order of treatment and
acpordini to the Mann-Whitney U test no significant
difference was found between treatment groups/However,
differences in amount of words read favored' the free
condition and are supportive of recent suggestions relating
to,the psycholinguistieexplanation of the reading process.

ti Cm that certain traditional practices are for
thRece Observations have suggested to interested4reading

practi
the niost part either non-productive or hlterfering
(Goodman 1967; Smith 1971): This investigation grew from
questions raised both for and against...pertain present
theories and practices underlying today's ivading programs.
While recent psycholinguistic assertions ire not neceykrily
new psychologically nor _linguistically, the emphaEis on
reading as a process rather than sequentially controlled set
of "skills" is. Intrinsic to the psycholinguistic description of
the reading process is. the .position, of imprecision yerses
precision in the teaching andi learning of reading:
Psycholinguistic contributions have 'focused on the language
process as the primary ingredieUt to the acquisition of
literav , rather than the traditional precise iteanclation
emphatis which is the bases for nearly all presentlY adopted
school reading programs. -

Strategies for reading instruction for daily claSsroom
actiVities are influenced by the particular practitioneet
definitran of successful reading 'which is predominatelY
recision based (Anderson and Dearborn 1952). This view
t .

-',heavily emphasizes skill development and mastery of
., sequenced instruction in pieces. Traditional programs and

their accompanyineteaching strategies are suggested by
psyCholinguists as being counSer productive. The challenge
is in fact to the teachability of reading (Smith 1971, Stephens
1974). The question in theory and in program is'who teaches
a child to read: the teacher or the child? The question raised
for this stUdy is: Whether presently used correctional

qechniques for teachMg reading result in improved reading
accuracy or in reality causepsycholinguistic interierence?

..,

. .
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Pop .ula?on and sample: The population from which the
sample was selected was from a, group of secont, third,
fourth, and fifth grade children attending six different
suburban schools. The children were in the average reading
group in their respectiye grade levels. The sample consisted
of 64 children randomly selected, 16 froM each grade let

Examiners: The examiners 'w,ere 64 student teac mg
interns participating in the second phase Of a three phase
year-long student teaching experience and were evaluating
children's reading performance in connection with a

requirement for the third course in the diagnosis of reading
problems. The exariiiners received three hours of training in
groups of 10,or 11 for the purpose of recording oral reading
errors. Errors considered were orhissions, substitutions,
insertions, mispronunciations (excludrhg dialect--for exam-
ple, git for get), word order repetitions (one or more words),
and werds supplied due to student hesitation or on student,
request. The 64 examiners were assigned randomly to the 64
members of the sample. 9 0

Task: The Ss read prallv for three consecutive .five
minute intervals totaling 15 minutes during which the Es
marked the number of errors and noted the total number pf
words read for each five minute interval. The reading
material for each S was the basal reader fro'm the. saint
publishing company used in his or her .clasloom reading
group,teginning with the third story selection from the end
of the book.

The-five minute intervals were represented byone of two
conditions. The free condition (F) is described as a period of
5 minutes in which the E listened to the S read without t
responding with correction or praise; except to supply a
word after a 5 second hesitation or if asked by S. E recorded
this assistance as an error. The corrected condition (C) is
described as a Period of 5 minutes in which E listened to S
iead and interjected "What's that?" in a neutral voice each,
time S made an error. E, in the corrected condition, was also
allowed to supply a word under the same constraints as
described in the free condition. .

Four arrangements of the free and corrected conditions
, were constructed across the three time intervalrto test for

, 'the occurence of any effects caused by order ot treatment.
These four arrangements allowed for equal representation
of the and C conditions for each five\ minute, interval and
acccNted for the various sequential effects of one or two
conditions preceding or following any given condition (that is
FCF, CFC, CCC and FFF). Ss and their examiners were
assigned r ndomly by grade level to each order of the

Prkedures
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'conditions, 16 Ss per condition.
Data were treated as proportions of the number of errors

over the,number of words read. A Kruskal-Wallace one-way
analysis of valiance was used to test for the order effect and
a Mann-Whitney-U was used to determine the significant
difference between the F and C condition (Siege) 1956).

ResnIts

The Kruskal-Wallace one-way ANOVA revealed no
'significant differences between the four orders of FCF,
CFC, CCC and FFF p> .05 (Siegel 1956). Since no order
effect was present. ihe data for the two distinct conditions
of F and C were treated homogeneously as two independent
samples without attention to order of occurences. No
significant difference was found between the F and C based
on a comparison made bpthe Mann-Whitney-U test P .05
(Siegel 1956). In other wOrds, the Ss ii ,the two conditions
did not significantly differ in their reading accuracy whether
they were prompted by the teacher or.not.

4. While the quantitative analysis a the two samples
r suggests similarity, a descriPtive examination of the number
of errors by the number of words read suggests certain
other insights into reader.!performance under the two
conditions examined. Table 1 demonstrates that for the total
group the mean Munber of errors is lower for the C condition
(1 = 20.42) than for the F condition (I = 23.61). However,
this difference of 3.19 errors dcurs at the expense of the
mean numter of words read. The F condition is

characterized by a higher mean number of words read (Tc =
101,'

-

444.86) over the 15 minute time period while the C condition
indicates fewer words read (X = 376.82). The greater mean.
number of words read in the F condition as compared to the
C condition (X = 68.04) accounts for a 16.5 per cent
difference.

Table 1 indicates,also that these differences in errors and
words read are maintained over primary grade readers,'
second and third, and intermediate grade readers, fourth
and fifth. The mean differenCe in errors by primary readers
i§ less in the C condition (X = 1.46) as it is for the
intermediate readers (X = 5.11). The mean difference in
words read favors the F condition for both primary (X =
52.62) and intermediate (X = 83.46) readers. The
percentage of difference for the total number of words read,
is greater for the F condition for primary and intermediate
readers by 15 and 17 per cent respectively.

Discussion

Two oral reading conditions, free and corrected were used
in this investigation. Free condition involved no oral teacher
feedback except supplying words upon student request.. The
corrected 'condition approximated classroom instruction in
terms of the frequency of teacher oral feedback provided the
reader; each error was brought to the readeep attention;
therefore termekthe corrected condition. However, the
reader did not offrain "correcti6n information" from .the
teacher; he simply received an indication that his re'sponse
did not correspond to the stimulus of the printed page. The

TABLE 1

MEANS FOR ERRORS AND TOTAL NUMBER OF
WORDS READ EOR THE FREE AND CORRECTED'

CONDITIONS
.

Errors

Grade

Mean

Difference

Words Read

Mean

Difference

2nd
k

' 3rd

4th

5th

Total

20.0 -18.54 1.46 379.37 326.75 52.62

27.22 . 2221 5.11 51025 *, 426.89 83.46

23.61 20.42 3.19 444.86 376.82 68.04

F = Free = Corrected .

Reeding in Kirginia, March 1977



Garrotted condition in this study then represents a minima/
. amount off teacher initructianal correction, as compared to

usual claisroom practice which typically 'includes consistent
eorrectilte efforts 'from both teacher and reading group
members.

Results of this initial investigation, while formative rather
than summative in intent, suggested teacher oral correction
of reading error (divergence from the printed page) was no
more effacious than non-correction of reading errors in
reducing the' perrentage of errors observed by average
readers reading grade level basal materials in grades 2-5.
Further, this correction strategy reduced reading efficiency
bY causing significantly fewer words to be read, 16.5 per
cent, linder the correcied condition.

Thbre are two reasons for the reduction of reading
efficiency in the. corrected
sionditiOn. -Although the
cor;ected rendition repre-
sents a minimal amount of
teacher correction time re-..
lated to regular classroom
stritegies for correction,
teacher corrertion time
does of course slow down
the reaciing process., More
importantly, teacher rm..-
rection interfers with and
detracts from the reader's
processing, of language and
prevents his best use of
selkorrection strategies (Goodman, K. and Niles, O. 1970.

Reader selkoriertjo<Strategies 'for errors ift oral reading
seem unrelated, to Orelly rectifying immediate errors: The
particular strength of reading phrases .and sentences rather
thIn isolatea words is the power of ineining as a determiner
,of word, phrase' or sentence vanity.

Insistence on immechate error correction most. likely
interferes with holistic Correction strategies based 'on the
contextual' environment of. words in meaningful running
text. Correaion strategies being universally cognitive,

dictate no need to return to the scene of. the so-called crime if
meaning remains clearly intact:

Miscue research has indicated (GoOdman, Y. and Burke
,;1972) that the tyre *portant aspect of oral reading
"errors" .is 43alitative rather than :quantitative. This
research suaUste that even with no , consideration' cif
qualitative differencZ'snr- milcues, teachers who provide ,
constant cprreition of oral reading are hinaering the *child's

`'natural tendency to try trr Take sense of the reading
dvironment, end interferes with7attempts to obtain meanirig

from the Orinted page. Constant teacher interruption works
against the fact that the larger the amount of text read, the
greitey the opportunity for the reader to, use the redundant
features of language as' it relates tOstructure and meaning
as represented in running text.

.01 final significance, increased experience with text

More importantly, teacher
N

correction intferes with
s

tracts frem . the

reader's processing of Ian-

guage,land prev,ents his
.

best use of self-correction

strategies

,

'

J

14,

31

provides the beginning and maturing leader with the z

implicit prerecwisites which are the only way to increase the,
internalization of any and al of . the so-called "skills'
necessary to the acquisi teracy..
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MODALITY PREFERENCES AND READP1G ACHIEVEMENT - A REVIEW

Dr. Thomas tloer
Aasiatant Professor of Education,
:Furman University
Poat Office Box 28740
breenville,Sodth Carolina 29613

What is the best way to teach reading? What a ridiculous
quation to askl The answer most often given in academic
drcles in that no single method. or approach is best for
teaching all children how to iCad. The Method has to be
tailered to the individual child. 'Whatr.does that mean? Of
course, every child ,is a different and c6mplex entity. But

L.

does 'it also mean that students &lifer. in perceptual
! procensing and should, be taught through the modality that

functions mota adequately to support cognitive learning?
Turaida, Wepman, and Morency (1972) concluded that the

primary modalities for learning, the viand and the auditory
pittliviays, develop independently. MOrency (1968) stated
"that within each modality, discrimination and recall have

dwn independent development and are mature by age
nine. orency and Wepman (1973) havo presented evidence
which ggested that many children whose perceptual
develop ent is slowgo not ever catch up in achievement.

research available to support the practice of matching
'ty preferenas to corresponding treatment is

ch rized by much ambiguity and confusion. There are
m questions being asked thanthere are answern neing
give . Blanton (1971) and Wolpert (1971) have revealed the
n for -more empirical evidence that there really are
visual, auditory,and kinesthetic learners, and that know,
ledge of a child's, preferred learning, modality with
cOrrespo' riding treatment inereases the effiCiency of teaching
reading.

Can learning,modalitielbe identified on a large scale basis
with reelable, valid. and objective group tests? Which"
activiges are best for vhich groups of students? What is the ,
relatidliship between per-
celitual abilities as mea-
sured by tests 'of percep-
tion and an individual's
'ability to use a certain
modality in a reading task?
Stated differently, if a
child is a 'visual" learner
because of his score on a
visual perceptual test, will "visual" activities Fesullt in more
effective learning by that child? These ar ei. pertinent.,
qlestions that hive not been adequately ansWeret in
experimental research.

In' an effort to answer these questions', ":144mental
studies once reviewed that used beginning readerssnd real
words.

Can learning modalities be

identified on a large scale

basis wIth reliable, valid,

and objective group tests?
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Research in MatchingModality to Method

Bateman (1968) attempted to differentiaie instruction and
match it to modality. He identified auditory and visual
learners in the first grade by using subtests of the Illinois
Test Of Psycholinguistic Abilities. Half of the aiiditery and ,
half of the visual learners received instruction iiMphasizing
phonics. The other half received inatruction by the look-say
method. At the end of the year subjects taught by a phonic
approach, whether classified as an auditory or whsual
learner, made significantly greater improvement in reading.
ROI:awn (1972) questioned whether this investigata gaVe
insights into the learning styles of children, or whether it
was a methods-camparison study.

Daniel and Tacker (1974) also used subtests from the
Illinis Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities and subtests from
the Detroit Tests of Learning Aptitude to identify visual and
auditory learners. Auditory treatment included CVC
trigrams pronounced and spelled distinctly. Visual treat-
ment involved photographed trigrams mounted on slides
and shown on an automatic siide prOjector. ResultS'indicated
that recall was significantly better when the stimuli were
Presented through the preferred sensory modality.

Lilly and Kellerher (1973) identified auditory and visual
learners by presenting an increaaing number of words in the
subjects' basic sight vocabulary wand requiring students to
say the words in tke.Order presented. The words were
presented visually:* 011y. Subjects reading at 2.5 or
above were then asked-id readsand listen to stories from
Level 2 of the Durrett' AnalYsis of fteading Difficulty, and to
repeat back all the fads reniembered A significant
interaction was reported between modality strength and
mode Af presentation of stories. The question is whether or
not these findings can IA, generalized to the process of
learning how to read.

Ringler and Smith (1973) used the Visual and Auditory
Subscales from the New York University Learning Modality
Test to identify modality preferences., Visual treatment
involved 'the teaching of words in 'the primary grade
children's speaking vocabularies by using transparencies
and emphasizing configuration. Auditofy activities included
listening to the words in isolation, in context, and listening
to initial, medial, and final sounds. Thene were no significant
differences in achievement reported between students who
were Instructed according to their preferred modality, and
those that were not, j

Robinson (1972) identified auditory and visual learners'in
alongitudinal study through third grade and investigated
differences when subjects were taught according to a sight
approach and a Hay-Wingo phOnic approach. Visual leicriers
were identified by matching identical pictures, pictures
-with reversals and by matching and comp
'forma Anditory learners were identified u
Auditory Discrimination Test "l4ither
the other amthig subjects with 'strong o

etini geothetrie
'rig the peptnan

hod surpas`sed
eak modalitiei



Subjects withatrong visual and auditory modalities scored
highest in reading achievement at the end of first and third
grades. Subjects with both modalities low scored lowest.
Those with a discrepancy between auditory and visual
modalities score between the two extremes. There was no
significant interaction among visual and auditorymodalities
and phonic and sight methods of teaching !;eginning reading.

COnclusions

Little is provided in these studies that yields conclusive
agswers to the, questions posed. The questions were
aldressed, however, with the data from these, studies at
hand. .

First, are there really visual; auditory, and kinesthetic
learners? Of these five experimental studies available in the
literature, regardless of the., procedures ased to identify
different perceptual strengths, all the investigators
demonstrated that subjects seem to have preferred
medalities, and that these can be identified.

lyepman (1971) has suggested that 25 per cent pf entering
school children might nee special instruction betause of
wide differences in modali y preferences. Robinson (1972)
found drat approximately 26 per cent did score low on tests
of both modalities, but only 11 per cent revealed a marked
discrepancy between learning modalities. In the studies
published by Ringler and Smith (197a), Lilly and Kellerher
(1973), and Daniel and Tacker (19';1)), percentages of
students demonstrating dis,:repancies etween visual and
auditory modalities were 25 per cent, 19 per cent, and 16 per
cent respectively. Most students do not have strongly
preferred modalities, and learn by whatever means they are
taught.

The various subtests used to.&:_lentify preferred modalities
were 4varied, and most
requfred individualized ad-
ministration. The subtesti
itsed in the studies are

ost Ifirely too 'umber-
sonie to be used widely in
the classroom. A veritable
need exists for a ravid and
reliable scrsening test to
identify children ivith
strong mtlity prefer-

) ences.
Do these tests adequately measure the variables deemed

essential for access in reading according to research? Do
the visual and auditory treatments in these studies
correspond to these essential variables? General weaknesses
are inherent in the inve to date. The asfiignment of
subjects to treatment grL. been somewhat arbitrary.
Some studies appear to have n a comparison of methods
rather than investigations into the learning styles of
students. Some prevent generalizing because of small
numbers in treatment groups. Daily classroom instruction
was nnt limited to experimental treatments, in some cases,

'i."

, .
Most students do not have

strongly prefcrre4 ^sr:A.1-

ities, and learn by what-,

ever means they are

taught.

thus making it difficult to determine what activites actually
influenced the results. Most of the studies were not
sufficiently encompassing to allow generalization to normal
classrooin procedures.

Does knowledge of a child's preferred learning modality
with corresponding treatme4 increase the efficiency of
teaching reading? Much research is required both .in a
controlled laboratory..setting and in the classroom before a
firm conclusion can be reached. Probably never before in the
field of reading has a seemingly logical position been taken
more widely inlavor of a particular teaching technique with
such a sparsity of evidence and effort to warrant definite
conclusions. ,
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The responsibilities and the role of public education are
topics often debated among academicians, teachers, and
parents. However, one responsibility,we should all be able
to agree to is the responsibility to help student's succeed in
life. -

. ) I

pe importance of an individual's ability to apply learning
.. to aral-life situations is substantiated by Eileen g. Sargent:

"A person has learned effectively when he can do well, ,.

whatever his work is, and' succeed in life as a whole. No.', :
Matter how many facts a person has, unless he can use those..
factiin doing his work well, in living happily, and in getting
along well in life generally, he has not learned anyihing
worthwhile" (ED 075 801, p. 1). Admittedly, no teacher can

. prepare individualis for all of the various situations Viey will.
encounter in life, but teachers can encourage stu rits to
seek out and take advantage of opportunities for liv a
more fulfilling life. ..

Learning is most often initiated ih our schools through
reading. The role that reading plays in learning becomes
progressively more important as students move through the

rgrades. But evvl in elementary schools, most of whet
students learn is accotnplished through reading; Students
read na only during their assigned reading period, but also
in the content areas of the chrriculum. Teachers generally
give assignments ih content areas by telling the students
what,to rdad and encouraging them to study what is read.
But if students are not instructed about how to read in these
content areas as well as what to read, then studying

, becomes, for many, a task of merely turning the.pages.
. Even witit the admonishment of reading authorities that

, every teacher is a teacher of reading, many teachers
believe that reading instfuction is the responsibility of the

' r,,ding teacher. This attitude is more pronounced in the
' secondary schools, kut it also pervades the elementary

school where too many teachers make a distinction between
learning to read and reading to learn. Since reading
instruction must be viewed as a total process, the teaching
of a reading skill must provide,opportunities for transfer and
application of that skill. If
this viewpoint is accepted
by teachers, then teaching
reading' in -tge content.,
areas is not only reading to
learn; but also is an
extension of reading in-
struction. Even though

....students approach stu-,
dying in mty different ways, the foundation for effective
reading in the content areas must be laid in the elementary. 34
grades.

EFFECTIVE TEACHING OF READING IN THE CONTENT AREAS
ERIC/RCS REVIEW

t,

;

. ...leaching reading in

the tontent areas is not
only reading to learn, but

also is an extension of

reiding instruction.
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One apparent difficulty for the elementaI)y teacher who is
.concerned about being an effectiveteacher of reading in the
content; areas is that riiost research and resource materials
focus on the secondary gradel, however,.. there are a
papers and curricufumi.guides. that deal primarily; w' h the
generz;l concerns and Philoso y of content readin in 'thecrei
elementary grades. 'In. ad i 'on,. some informat n abput
elementary social studies, sciencitnolmath is ailable to
promote the effective teaching tof 'content r ding at the

,
t

elementary level. . , 41 .

The specific demands that effective rea g in the content .
areas places on teachers as well as on students are discussed
hy W. John Harker (ER 089 194,Teachers must realize that e
students, if they are to 'comprehend' effectively: iniiSt Grit .
be taught how to analyze particular;.cornprehension tasks' ih
order to determine the specific 410king Trocessess .
necessary for the solution of these,tasks. Harker does not
separate the teaching of reading skills and the aPplicaiton of. . 04
reading skills into individual teaching activities. Heauggésts
that instead of teaching specific comprehension skills in an

. abstract, formalistic manner separated from the immediate
demands of content arealvading, it is'more realistic to teach
students a flexible, generalized approach to comprehension
tasks which can be applied directly in a variety of contextual
settings. The specific demands of content area reading
require students to apply comprehension skills in different
ways, depending on the. nature of the content material being
read and the purpose for reading it.

In the specific content areas of social studies, math, and
science, several authorities have provided important
guidelines and considerations for readinginstruction. '

tiA review of the researc 'n reading in the social studies bY
Thomas H. Estes single

I
out three problems areas: the

reading skills necessary for achievement in the social
studiei, the strategies for teaching these skills,and the
readability problems that sociza studies texts presentto
students (ED 065 829). From 'the research he reviewed,
Estes concluded that there fun three basic reading skills
necessary for social studies S'achievement: vocabulary ".

knowledge; comprehension of both a literal and a- critical
nature; and study skills, such -as the abilities to reild main,
to use references, to use indexeiand tables of contents, to
use the dictionary, and to read graphs, charts, and tables.
Estes concluded tha't the fi3ist effective' 'approach to,
improving both social studies achierement and reading
abilities has been through -the use of a content-centered
approach, but that there heeds tp be further clarification of
the skills necessary for achievement in order to effectively
teach reading in the social studies class. In the area of
readability problems, the major conclusion he reached was
that il is fficult to assess the readabilityt-of social studies
matAiIfal due to the inability of the assetsment :formulas to
measur the concept lOad. This conclusion can serve as aa
warning to teachers about the oyeruse of qeadability
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formulas,
A synthesis of literature
oda N. Earn reveals a

foundation of re-
search on which to base
instruction h thoae
reading skills important in
mathematics achievement
(ED 086 897). Earn stress-
es that the vocabulary ..of
mathematics texts gen-
erally runa at readability
levels higher than the
performance levels of stu-
dents in the grades in
which the'texts atekused
and that the vocabulary

,:.1=otazathematic, does not greatly parallel, or overlap. that of
the reading texts. Thia :Lined of matbeniatid texts had
iniPcirtant ilamgeation4bi both students and teachers (ED:
086 897). Teachers nut instruct students in sPecial word'
'attack- skilli.and[v htilary for mathematica tororehen-
sion. In addition teachers need to recognize that
mathematics readiig material is Conceptually packed with a
high density factor which requires at least three kinds of
reeding adjustment: adjustment to a slolver rate than is
used for nonmathematical iViaterials, varied eye movement
including types of regressive en, movements, and
intentional rereading. Further, Earp indicates that because
tiro or three sets, of symbolic meaning may be involved"
within one context, students' vocabularies must include
technical words, signs, and symbols. Students must read to
grasp .total ideas, sequences of ideas, and relationships
among ideas. ;

AS in social studies and mathematics, the content area of
science requirea speciqc realiing skills rieceliary for
comprehending and interpreting information. Ieeo Fay
believes' that there are several feuhdations on which

_succesafiil vading in the Content area of science is based
(ED'oso.aft. The first fqundatien is the understandineof
both the objectivity of scieiice and the scientific method built
upqn that objeCtiVity. Fay suggests that "...the student
needs to mderstand the scientist's Procedure of defining a
problem, dpveloping a hypothesis for the soldtion of. the
problem, and subjecting the hipothesis to rigorous testing"
(p. 61.).

The second 'foundation identified by Fay is vocabul
development, through which a child not only Is cOnfrorkted

'ivith a broad and rapidly growing teChnical vocabulasf,,tbut
also must deal with symbolic language and abbreviations. To
void the use of technical berms would be an error on the part
of the teacher. The major characteristics 'of stientific
writing, clarity :and Preciseness, make the use' of technical
terms' essential. "

The phird fohndation is the speCialized application of
various Comprehension, interpretation, and study skills. The
student needs to' develop skills for locating' information,

t
on reading' in mathernatics bt

the vocabulary of. math'

emetics t 'generally.

runs at readability levels

higher than the perfor-

mance levels of students in

the.' grades in which the

texts are used.

11

organizing material, determine significant facts, arid

applying generalizationt to new situations.
Although Science, math, and Social studies are considered

separate disciplines, one dont, mon factor for reading and
studying in the areas pervades the literature. That factor is
the importance for students of having a systematiC tisane of
reading and studying the. materials. The rhost often
recommended method of study is SQ3R, which encourages
the students tg survey, question,.read, recite, and review,
the material.

The survey step encourages students to' rook through the
complete reading selection
before beginning to read,
-taking note of typographi-
cal and format cues that
plight be, of assistance in-at
reading the inaterial. In-
cluded', among the ciies
are boldface e,.

.4

4uret, illu rad ,..charts,
maps, diagram 80-head-
ings, italics,. s mniaries,
and questions': The second
step is to questiOn, basing
questions on the subhead- :

ings or boldfaced type in
the reading selection. The third slep of the 'SQ3R methOd,
reading the selection, focuses on reading to, 'answer the

-questiona and td identify the main points of the reading
material rather than specific facts or details. Following the
reading of the assignment students are to immediately go
back over the lesson and answer the questions orally. The

° fifth' 4ep prior to an exam or discusion, is review of those
.4'

areas of the material whichttudents may have forgotten.
Through the use of a formula such' as SQ3R, both students

:And teachers have a means for making' reading in a Content"
area better serve learning so that reading does not becerne

.
the task of just turnin h

the content areas is too
pages.

The teaehing of ding in
important to be deferred until the SeCondary level. In
addition, inStruction should not be dichotomized into
teaching, reading skills during one 'period and teaching a
subjeet or content during other periods.' Such a formalized .
approach defeats one of the goals Of teaching reading--to
develop the ability to comprehend and read itivide viriety

Iten materiel. Developing students' ding skills shoufd
an ongoing' activity throughout t e sc I day. When

social studies, math, science, and language arts are being
taught, reading should be taught as well. A
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.Using The 'Eric System

The ERIC Clearinghouse of Reading and Communication Skills is spo Bored by the National Council of Teachers of,
Engli sh. in cooperation, wit the National histitute Of Education, U. S. De artment of Health, Education, iind Welfare.
ERIC'a objeCtive is to keep tors infOrmed about current develoinnentii# inlecation. IDforpation collected by 'the

,

ERIC Clearinghouse on Reading lad -Communication Skills and the other ERIC_clearinghouies can be ordered from the
ERIC. boeumentRegroductiqn Service (EMS); P. 0:Box 190, Arlington, Virginia g2210. For complete ordering informa-

' tion consult the menthly issues of Weipurces in EduCution (RIE) dr ;feinitect the-ERIC Clearinghouse..on Reading and
Communication Skills, 1111 Kenyon froad, Urbana, Illinois 61801. Documents-with ED numbers are incleied in Resources
in gducation. Those with EJ numbers are,indexeci in Current Index to Journals in Education (CIJE). Anil those with CS .

numbers are recently acquired Materials; ED or EJ numbers will soon be assigned.
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Session
. .

Mainstreaming Children With Extreme Learning Problems
through Diagnostic and Prescriptive Prpgraming

Thursday, May 5
, Miami Beach Convention Center Room 103B

'Chairing: Patricia King, Virginia Beach Public SchoolS, Vir-
ginia Beach, Virginia

*.

Microworkshop
Using Peer Tutoring Effectively

__Thursday, May 5
1jarniBeacb Convention Center, Room 152

Resource Persons: Nancy "Boraks and DaVid O. :Saunders, ,
Virginia Commonwealth University, Richmond, Virginia
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Symposia
Developmental and GbgnitiVe Aspects of Learning to Spell

with linplications for Teaching and Diagnosis .

'Thursday, Kay 5
eFontainebleau Hotel, Le Ronde, Room -.

Chairing: Edmund H. Henderson, University of Virginia,
, Charlottesville, Virginia
Diagnestic Analyses of Spelling Competence and Word

Concept bevelopment Activities," Spealers: Elgabeth
Tucker, J. Richard Gentv, Edmund H. Henderson,
University of Virginia, Charlottesville, Virginia

1,1

Session
Teaching Strategies

Abilities
Thursday, May 5
Foltainebleau Hotel, West Ballroom

foie, Developing Comprehensive

0 .

Chairing: James D. Mullins, Fairfax County Public Schools,
Fairfax, Virginia"
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-Mri. Ruth Hawkins
PublieInformatioe Coordinator

. Newport' News Public Schools.
Swport News, Virginia 23606

Kathleen (Kathy) lfrowdi firmly J.eves that you, can get
practically anything out of ch. ren the classroom if you're
'willing to work at kt. .

Her own willingnesi to work, at it has earned for her the
distinCtion of being named an "Outstanding T cher of the
Year" by the Virginia State Rdding Associa n.

Kathy teacher first 'grade at Newsonie ark Elementary
School. an inner city school in the.,,Newport News Public
SchOols, and her ;classroom is puidetfp primarily of children
fribni low incovie families. But she has Such confidence in the
abilities of her students that her enthesium is contagious.

"These children are lacking manPexperiences," she says.
you have,to lower your standards

of them: You can give them the
"But that doesn't m
and expect less
exneriences they are misiing.lt night inean you work twice
as hard, but it's O times more rewarding.

The laCk of language experience makes teaching reading
'espeCially difficult, she admits. "How can you teach them to
read words that they never really speak? You try to teach
them to read sentences,.and they don't know how to speak
yetin sentences. So you have to go *ay, waY back."

To provide them with theie experiences and build up their
vocabularies, Kathy brings a number of resources into the

'Claisroom. Her 'rooni ;is often filled with people-.:parents,
volunteers, resource people and students from other
claserOoms--who share experiences and interests with the
sttrents to let them hear, feel, taste, touch or poll` new

, things.
In addition, Kathy and her husbadd, Jim, who is stationed

at Ftc. pproe in Hampton, take her class on special trips,"
g vjeekelid picnics, visits to mtlitary ttases or, stopS

'.at s&ôping centers. i"Would you believe sore of niy
students have never even been to a shopping mahr

The involvement of Parents particularlyimportant, but
you have to really .work at it, ays Kathy, who has been.
highly successful in gaining.p nt cooperation at Newsome
Park. "You ban'A alway st pick rug the phone 'and say,
Say, rm having these kinds orproblems. Can you help.me?'
Pirents `work'or they have a phone, and"it .zitay mean

. you, have to ringsloorbells and go,out and get them, but if
'you reilly want that in4olventent:'you.can get it."

She is quick to point out that it's not: that parents aren't
willing, to beionie involved. "Often, tiler fear their own

$41,;, A

,

inadequacies, so you have to kind of build them up, too, and
git'te them the confidence they need. You have te say, 'We
are really interested in your chila. Let's work together."

In teaching children to read, Kathy emplhasizes that they
have to want to learn to read. They have to learn to listen and
they have to develop in extensive oral VoettbularY before
they can go ahiad and read. "That sounds great on paper,
but it takes a lot of time and wprk from a lot of people."

One of Kathy's on-going projects for building vocabularies
is a word bank which' her, husband built for the classroom.
Her children each have their own decorated safe deposit box
in which they place all the words they know. The containers

1 are stored in the late bank, with the idea that if Students
continue adding to their savings accounts, they will'ome
rich in Words.

"Granted, many of their words are just sight words that
they have memorized," she says, 'but that's okay. It beilds
up their sonfidence in their -ability' to read, and that's
important." .

The students use their words in their regular lessons
instead of words they are not familiar with. They mar divide..
thedt. into syllables or group them for learning initial

33
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crsonants orfor learning other reading skills.
,

"They. hive some really crazy words in iheir banks,
"Kathy. .ssys. "But as theY work with thern, they are
iiteiekiping reading, skills,and eventUally it all starts to
clickhopefully!"

She points toan example of one student in-her classroom
; who had onlY Mit,. word. in his bank tor months"Clorox."

F1uiyhbgan addinjorda for other things, he had seen
armind the 'Muse. "He hid the .,worst,ceniloineration of
iw:ords!,014 allots tudden he realized that Clorox 4t4r.ted the
saineWityaakome.ot the other words in his bank%"...,+''

hrbttilding.theit language akills, Kathy and her 'Class Iasi)
' read a 'story together each day. Il they don't like the way a

story ends, they make up a new ending to suit themselves.
And if they're not advanced enough to read a story to the
class, they can tell a story and their.teacher shows them how
to write the words they have used.

"It's a fun thing we do each day;" Kathy says. "They know
dug cfn ,do _anything or go 'anywhere through ksiok or 'a
atory.And it's building that desirq tO read."

She also tlaims that it's amazing how much you can do to
teach basic skills through musk. "Everyone loves music, so
wfia.things like changing:the words of a song and making it
an addition problem."

ikitually, she is willing to try just about anything to
reinforce a lesson. -Textbooks are .necessary, she readily
agrees, but you've got to reacb the students, and it takes a
lot More than blioks.

U she's teaching the initial sound of "s," it's not unus al
for her te, show up in the classrooni wearing her "sup r
socks." If her students are studying word f4nilies and ha e
goubts about whether "gill" is a word, she d sn't hesi to
run to, another classroom and scoop a fis out. of the
aquarium.

Her willingness to experiment and try new things is
obviously part of her nature. After graduatidg in 1964 from
Ladyclifl Eollege in New York ind teaching' in that state for
six years in in upper middle class neighborhood, she
suddenly developed the urge to teach inEurope.

"In New York, I had it made," she adrnits. "I had kids who
had everything that money could ,buY, in aide and lets of
time for planning. But if there'ssuch a thing as a good ruC I
guess I was in it."

Not knowing who or where to write, Kathy simply
addreised her request for an overseas position to "The
Pentagon:. After, discovering that her request was pait the
.deadline for applitatiOn, she dismissed the idea and was.
amitz10, few months later to receive a:. telegram saying
"YOU have 48'bours to make up your mind whether you want
to take a teaclfing jOb in Germany."

She went7-not knotVing where she would teach or what
.she would li,Itteaching. As luck would have it, she landed a
job inalthe first grade at Oberammergau, one of the more
(minted teaching asSignments In a picturesque area of
Germany.

She spent three years there; inelficling'One year teaching
fifth,grade. Because she was at a NATO base, her studenti
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came 'from all 'over the world and had varied backgrounds
which p esented new teaching challenges. She also met and
marriec her husbandthere, and in 1973 he was transfered
to Ft. nroe and Kathy began teaching in Newport News.

s really happy and excited to be placed in 7 a
dov/ntown. schOol, because I had 'lever had an inner city`

- experience,'" she recalls. 'But the ?djustment was really::
difficult. I just assumed ,that akcertain sus children knew
certain thing§. But they don't. eAce duringlunch a child was
eating his vegetables with a spOon. and I asked him to please
use his fork; Ile;looked puzzled and picked up his knife.", 1

: She is quick to add that she has encouraged her students
to take what they haye and build from there, and to

I
,emphasize the positive. "ft's kind of corny, but we took the
word 'American' and said that it ends with 'I. can,' and, we
developed that philosophy. Nobody in out:kr:tient Nlys 1 '.
can't.' It's reallY -important that they, reach for*the stars::
True, they might not get one. but by.golly, they're not going,

_
to come up with a handful of mud." ' 1 .

She considers herself extremely lucky to have had three
totally different teaching experiences and feels that all have
contributed greatly to improving her abilities as a teacher'r)

"I honestly have to saY that my experiences in Newport
News have been the most exciting to me as a reacher and the
most rewarding. In NeW York, the students I taught would
probably have' learned in spite of the teacher. In the
situation I'm in now, theiNearn because of you."

In response to* her recent honor, Kathy shrugs Modestly..,

and says the honor really shouldn't go to her. "You're
nothing without your students. You have to -have those
children to teach. I need them as much as they need me, and
we learn from each other."

She also points out that she has an aide who works
wonders in the classroom, a school administration that..
provides flmdbility and encoueages teachers to try new
things, and a group of colleagues including j terrific reading
consultant who all share ideas and solutions, even to the
point of loaning older stndents to help teach younger ones.

Kathy is also active in the lewport. News Council of the
International Reading Association mnd has been instrumen-
tal in obtaining neark 100 per Cent membership at Newsome
Park. She exchanges Many, ideas wit); other members of the
council.. ...

"I certainly don't have all the right answers," sheptys. .
"But I do devote slot of time to teaching because ies the
only way, I know how to teach. I, happen to have a
cooperative husband who hives these students as much as I
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If you are nOt a. member of VSRA but would like very
much to join, why not send your name, address (please
include zip.code) and school position nting with.$2.00 to:

Mrs. Anne Henry
506 - 27th Street ,

Virginia Beach, Virginia 3451
Please make all checks payable to the Virginia State

Reading Association.



Mrs. Sum" Matthews
Norfolk Reading Council
Norfblk, Virginia

, MARJORIE L. LEE
NORFOLK PUBLIC SCHOOLS

TEACHEICOF THE YEAR

'degree in Education from Norfolk State College and her
Master of Science dbgrue in Educating from Old' Dominion
Univbrsity. Since graduatinn she has clone advaneed study
in'administnition at Old Dominion University.

She is the proud mother of cne son, MaliaelAntonio Lee.
Marjorie began her teaching career in September, 1963 at

Robert .E.. Lee Elementary School. She has also taught at
Ballentine Elementary School and is presently a '4th grade,
teacher' at Liberty Park Elementary. At Liberty Park
School she is grade level chairman,a member of the advisory
committee, P.T. A. Calmat* and cafeteria ComMittee.

She readily points out that often the value of practice
work i's Underrated by many. However, she hu found that
large proportion of the student's timeshoUld be given to this
type of work. For examPle in the area of vocabulary
buildingher able students make up riddles which may be
anSwered with' their new words, while their less able
counterparts produce sets Of flash cards using their new
words. Then on proceeding days thestudents would employ
their words to construct imaginative news headlines,
cartoon captions, or television commercials. The children
also pahicipate in a school-wide uninterrupted sustained
silent reading time daily.

.Reflecting'.back, Marjorie points Put that success in
reading for many,ptipils depends upon the developMent of a
liking for the art of reading as a Method of gaining
information about areas of special concern or interest to the
individual. She stressed that frequently, hobbies or
interests in animals make good starting points.

Marjorie believes that the% is no one best way toleach
reading.. Therefore her teaching of,reading is a composite of
sevgral.methods:Shrteam teaches,with two other fourth
grade teachers, This year she is Working with children in
Levels nine, ten, and eleven in Ginn 360. Marjorie has her
classroom divided into three areas, according to Idv4,IX: Each
group has a chart that shows the sdiedule for their group. In

this way, the children develop independence and self-reli-
ance. For some children visual activities may be used.
'whereasinhildren may need Auditory help. She readily
notes where help is needed And plans new lessons which will
provide the practice necessary for a successful reading
lesson the next time she Meets the childree. She provides'
phonetic instruction when it is needed,. and 'she stress° es

comprehension' skill development when it becomes apparent
that the pupils are merely reading words.

She says thatithe basal .reader actually is a key to
learning, but she advises her pupils to extend their ryding
experiences by reading in many different kinds of books
during their home reading period. T home reading
program is one which was develope,1Yin Norf olk in an
attemPt to gain parental involvement.

Marjorie .Langley Lee, a native Norfolltian, attended
elementary school and graduated f?om high school in
Norfolk,. Virginia. She received her Bachelor of Science
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OrjOrie Min that "Good teaching mast 'be vivid and
'IMennitable," Therefore ehe .dd. dramatization in her

reeding lessons.
;,. In discussing curricular reading, Marjorie said, "When
ehildren read in special subject 'fields I ,feel my role is still

'.'...that.01 a *siding *cher': beciuse children will 'not Achieve
Asitrod goals unless the:y:4n apply,their reading ail& 'faille
special skills associated with the subject." Because .of'thete
belief% she hss designed several activity and interest
(enters to : build content vocabulary. She also includes

Angus. muter activitiel ter thom children who are

bi talking with Marjoile Lee's:students, these vere some

Aileen Lipton
Special Projects Teacher
Fairfax County Public Schools
Administrative Area III
780A Marshall Road, S., W.

leans. Virginia 22180

Reviewing the findings of the moet recent Gallup Poll of
the public's attitudes toward the public scheole, it is not
larprising to note that pirects, like educators: are
toncerned about declining test scores. However, it is

surprising that parent's are not blaming the schools for this
,
decline, but are placing the burden upon themselves. Public
concern is so great that ??Vo octhe sampled population -
including parents and non-parents - supported public school
cojissiewhere Parents could learn how to help their children
emceed in school.

I eta substantiate these findings. This year in Fairfax
County. Virginia, Itiave been working with adMinietrat'Ors

and teachers to design and impiement alternative MethOds,
materials, and programe for the Academically UnsUcCessful
iltudentt. Administratore-s)d teachers in all of the schools

'Mean to 'beIsaying the same thing. 'These' studenti *need

MiSRE - loom : tbne, more attention, more skill
reinforcement - Mere than we can giVe them. If we couid

only tap the educationalgold mine that exiits in every home
and expand the educational team to include parents as a vitsd

-4:component, these children coUld get more. How can we .
einip parents to &ciliate leirmAg &lire home to expand,

the 2 x 4 learning theory; the drebry t*learning only takes
Place between the two covers of a book and the four walls of

a classroom? Administrators', 'teachers; and parents are .

asking for heip, but more iinportantly our children need it.
hempen** this cry for hep,, I have offered H.E.L.P.

Home Education Learning power.' H.E.L.P. 'consists cir
*steles& and strategies tor parents 'designed

I. help them understand the complexand difficult process
of learning a symbol system; the symbole.,.being: words

and number::
2. foam on the vital rele they can play in helping Jtheir,

children achieve; .

of their views and feelings:
"Mrs. Lee is A vory nice teacher. She helps me with the

worde I can't. pr`onimmce.. The best thing is the fifteen
minMes of.silent reeding." "

11r& bac, talks to us in . our Language Arts
tells:us tio.1..to do our work, One time we tried to do our
werk.alone, but we couldq't it without Mrs. Lee."

leve Mrs..Lee because shehelps Me."
"I likeMrs. Lee because she tete' .y(AU read when you want

te: I also like her because she helps you with worde. She
takee her time to try to help me read..".

"Mrs. Lee is a very good teacher. She always explains
things when we, don't understand. I like her very much."

H.E.L.P. How EDUCATI4N LEARN1NGPOWER .
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".

. 8. view 0), Nome aim' learning resource; ,
; 4. faMiliarize. them with .inetrOctional atreiegies':nsisig

t free and/or inexpeneivematerials found in the home..

;

heti ITh ese' objectives, are reac a wor s op approx. .
imately one and one-half hours lb length: 'The workshop
begins with an activity 'designed tg heighten their swerenese
of the symbolization proceis and the difficult and oftentirnes
frustrating expeilences their children might have learning
.how to read or:how to Manipulate numbers,, They are given
time this
ity through small group
discussions. The Second
phase of the workshop
addiesses itself to the ,

.'often-Oked questi
"We know oar child needs
help, but Whitcan We do to
improve.oUr Chilil's "chance

"We knew our Maid reeds;

help, but what can wedo to

improve nut Child's chance.

auccess in School?

foy ,auccess iescheol? Not being trained teachers, couldn't
we do f. more harin thin good?" Hands-on materials and t-

Q instructional Strategies tieing newspePerst magazines,

menus, maps, telephone directbries, Credit card appija-
tions, sponges, catalogues, travel brachures, food contain-
ers, and department store Advertisement brochures are

- shared. Parents are eneouraged to suggest variations br.
adclitional activites that they .have found succeseful. 'Mins;
for brainstorining new setivities-ie allotted., ., . .

The WorkshOC has been enthusiastically recefreeboth by
parents and. educators. The feedback has been over-

`2whelmMgly Cositive, Lind se hae' encouraged me to begin;
thinking abeut follow-up "activities, Perhaps, a make!a*(ake
Seision, home, visits, a:handbook for parents or additional
idea exchange Sessions. ,

It is still to early tolee the Mined On student achiAvement
frOm this concerted effort between parents and teachers.
put I can: only feel that any time we offer our studenti

. .

, M.O.R.E. Many Others Reinforcing Education, it has to
help.


